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It is my honor to introduce the Nexus start-up incubator 
program, which the U.S. Mission in India launched in 2017. 
Nexus supports innovators throughout India through training 
and mentorship programs. Nexus also links startups with 
potential American and Indian investors, serving as a living 
model for best practices in incubation based on top incubators 
in the United States and internationally. To date, the Nexus 
project has supported 167 startups who have raised $20 
million. Nexus companies have also signed over 70 deals 
with U.S. companies, contributing to thousands of jobs to the 
Indian economy.

There are many startup incubators and entrepreneurship centers around India; Nexus offers 
something special. Hosted at the U.S. Mission’s American Center in New Delhi, the Nexus Startup 
Incubator program offers unique access to networks of industry and government partners, 
training from the top commercialization experts around the world, an extensive mentor network, 
and access to fund managers specializing in supporting startups. This highly competitive program 
offers select, promising startups the opportunity to learn foundational skills that will grow and 
expand their business.

Innovation and entrepreneurship are values that are deeply rooted in the history and culture of 
the United States and India and are now more important than ever. We look to innovators to help 
find solutions to the global climate crisis and to increase access to financial services. Nexus is also 
a leader in supporting inclusive economic growth in India. Forty-four percent of Nexus’ graduating 
businesses are led by women.

The Nexus incubator helps create a more cooperative, collaborative, and dynamic startup 
ecosystem. A vibrant Indian startup sector benefits American businesses as those companies 
enter partnerships to expand their business in India and/or become suppliers for others operating 
in India. The United States and India enjoy strong and growing economic ties, and Nexus is an 
example of how the U.S. Mission to India continues to promote our joint prosperity. As we celebrate 
75 years of diplomatic relations between the U.S. and India, we acknowledge the great work the 
Nexus incubator has contributed achieve our shared economic goals.

I would like to congratulate all the startups that have participated in the Nexus program since its 
inception. Let me congratulate you on your successes in the Nexus program and your continued 
achievements as innovative entrepreneurs as you develop your businesses in the vibrant Indian 
economy. We are proud of the success of this program and each of its alumni, and we look forward 
to continuing to support entrepreneurship in India.

Mission India Chargé d’Affaires  

Patricia Lacina

  Message from the U.S. Embassy



It’s a great pleasure to be able to introduce this first 
compendium of Nexus graduates and their achievements.  
When Nexus first started back in the spring of 2017, it was 
a pilot project, a first-of-its-kind for the State Department 
to introduce and promote American best practices in 
entrepreneurship and incubation.  Partnering with the 
top Indian institutions, Nexus has since grown into one of 
the premier incubators in the country.  In addition to the 
incubation cohorts, Nexus has run additional workshops 
on women’s entrepreneurship, training programs for 
incubator managers, masterclasses on fundraising, specialized workshops on bringing 
startups into the Defense and Aerospace industries, and even expanded our work into the 
neighboring countries of Bhutan, Sri Lanka, Nepal and Bangladesh.  We have come quite a 
long way! 

I want to thank the U.S. Embassy Public Affairs team for their support of ACIR.  As the Director 
of ACIR, the U.S. non-profit that delivers programs on innovation, incubation and economic 
empowerment through entrepreneurship around the world, I am proud to work with the 
Embassy team to promote U.S. best practices in entrepreneurship and to link promising Indian 
startups to U.S. businesses.  I appreciate their vision and consistent support for this program 
and for Indian entrepreneurs.  The culture of entrepreneurship runs deep in both the United 
States and India and this program has proven that combining U.S. and Indian best practices 
has had a powerful impact on both countries.

Finally, a word to our Nexus graduates.  This Nexus program is all about you and we have been 
constantly impressed with your passion, commitment and innovation.  The Nexus incubation 
program is an intense experience and I know you will agree with me that it was well worth 
it.  Highlighting just two benchmarks of success, Nexus startups have gone on to raise over 
$20 million dollars in outside funding and concluded just over 80 deals with U.S. companies.  
Remember, as the American anthropologist Margaret Meade said: Never doubt that a small 
group of thoughtful, committed people can change the world.  Indeed, it’s the only thing that 
ever has.”   We look forward to your growth and success!  

Yours in entrepreneurship,

Erik Azulay
Executive Director

  MESSAGE FROM ERIK AZULAY
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NEXUS: A BRIEF HISTORY

In March 2017, PAS-New Delhi launched Nexus: Startup Hub@ American Center to provide support, expertise, 
mentorship and networking opportunities to promising startups in India, and to help create a more cooperative, 
collaborative and dynamic startup ecosystem. Nexus supports Mission India’s goal of increasing bilateral trade 
and U.S. investment in India as well as Indian investment in the United States.  As the U.S. and India are long-term 
partners in a range of fields, it is a natural fit for U.S. and Indian businesses to collaborate, and the Embassy saw 
Nexus as a way to help Indian startups understand the business nuances that would make startups attractive 
to U.S. and international corporations, and to provide access to increase collaborations.  Nexus began with 
one cohort of 15 startups.  A curriculum was developed to cover multiple areas of U.S. business best practices, 
including intellectual property, finances, and pitching among several other topics. 

In addition to a program of in-house classes, Nexus workshops and masterclasses brought in experts and 
expanded the Nexus reach to a wider audience. Travel to regional workshops and competitions in Kerela, 
Nagaland, Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Punjab, West Bengal, and Telengana to offer seminars 
and judge business competitions brought further awareness of the Nexus name.

As recognition of Nexus grew, additional programs were added to the portfolio. Due to the success of the Nexus 
incubation program and its approach to working with startups, Nexus was asked to conduct programs across 
India specifically to help train incubator managers and in 2019, Nexus rans a series of 5 multi-day workshops in 
cities across India training over 120 incubator managers.

A separate regional program, South Asia Connect, used the Nexus model to expand our impact beyond the 
borders of India to include entrepreneurs in Bhutan, Bangladesh, Nepal, and Sri Lanka. A major goal of the 
South Asia Connect program was to establish an international network of entrepreneurs trained in American 
core concepts that have been shown to be critical for entrepreneurial success.

Additional programs brought a focus to encouraging and supporting women entrepreneurs. The Aspiring 

Women Entrepreneurs (AWE) program was carried out in 2018 and aimed at helping young Indian women 
with aspirations to establish and run their own technology-based enterprises.  AWE was carried out in close 
collaboration with the University of Texas and included two weeks of meetings, seminars, and opportunities to 
present their innovations to investors and community leaders in Austin, Texas.

More recently, workshops specifically targeting women entrepreneurs were conducted in Rajasthan and 
Andhra Pradesh in collaboration with the local governments and the regional U.S. Consulates. Over 160 women 
entrepreneurs attended these “For women, by women” workshops conducted by Indian and American experts.

In 2019, Nexus ran a highly successful workshop on integrating startups into the U.S. and Indian defense 
industry. The two-day workshop included skill-based training sessions, supplemented by opportunities to hear 
from large defense and aerospace manufacturers on what they look for when engaging with startups.  This 
program received recognition from government officials from the U.S. and India alike and resulted in several 
collaborations.

Nexus started as a pilot program to highlight U.S. best practices in entrepreneurship and incubation, and has 
since become recognized as a leader in the startup ecosystem and one of India’s premier startup incubators.

To date, Nexus has graduated 14 cohorts of 167 startups who have gone on to raise millions in outside funding, 
created thousands of jobs and signed dozens of deals with leading American and Indian companies.   The impact 
of the Nexus program over the past 4 years has been significant and its future as a leader in the Indian startup 
ecosystem and as a bridge between U.S. companies and Indian innovative entrepreneurs looks bright.
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OUR ECOSYSTEM PARTNERS
They say that “it takes a village” to create a lasting impact, and the Nexus program is no different. Our strategic 
partners have been an important part of our outreach to, and growth of, the Indian ecosystem. Thanks to Startup 
India, Indian Angel Network, AmCham, TiE Delhi, FICCI and PHD among others; we look forward to continue 
working together and growing our impact.

Startup India
Startup India Hub is a one-stop platform for all stakeholders in the Startup 
ecosystem to interact amongst each other, exchange knowledge and form 
successful partnerships in a highly dynamic environment. They aim to help 
entrepreneurs get their ideas and ventures to the next level through structured 
learning.

IAN
Indian Angel Network is a network of angel investors keen to invest in early stage 
businesses which have potential to create disproportionate value. The members 
of the network are leaders in the entrepreneurial eco-system as they have had 
strong operational experience as CEOs or a background of creating new and successful ventures. They share a 
passion to create scale and value for startup ventures.

TiE
TiE is a non-profit, global community welcoming entrepreneurs from all over the world. 
We believe in the power of ideas to change the face of entrepreneurship and growing 
business through our five pillars: mentoring, networking, education, incubating and 
funding. TiE Delhi-NCR is the largest and the most vibrant chapter in the vast TiE network.

PHD
PHD Chamber of Commerce and Industry is a National Apex Chamber working at the grass-
root level and with strong national and international linkages. The Chamber acts as a catalyst in 
the promotion of industry, trade and entrepreneurship. PHD Chamber, through its research-
based policy advocacy role, positively impacts the economic growth and development of the 
nation.

AMCHAM
The American Chamber of Commerce in India (AMCHAM – India) is an association of 
American business organizations operating in India and is accredited to the Chamber 
of Commerce of USA, Washington DC. The incumbent U.S. Ambassador to India is the 
Honorary President of AMCHAM.

FICCI
The Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce & Industry is the voice of India’s 
business and industry. From influencing policy to encouraging debate, engaging with 
policy makers and civil society, FICCI articulates the views and concerns of industry.

SOME STATISTICS

Funding raised:

$20 
million 

Countries 
impacted:
India, 

Bangladesh, 
Bhutan, 
Nepal, 

Sri Lanka

Jobs Created: 

over 
3000 

Total Graduated 167

Led by women 69 41%

Consulate No. of Startups

North India Office 97

Mumbai 27

Chennai 24

Hyderabad 6

Kolkata 5

Outside India 8

Grand Total 167
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Where our graduates are from

Delhi (68)

Maharashtra (19)

Karnataka (13)

Haryana and Tamil Nadu (8)

Rajasthan (7)

Uttar Pradesh (6)

Madhya Pradesh, West Bengal (4)

Gujarat, Punjab, Uttarakhand (3)

Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, Kerala, 
Odisha (2)

Puducherry, Bihar, Chandigarh, 
Challisgarh, Jammu (1)

HIGHLIGHTING A FEW OF OUR SUCCESS 
STORIES

Aakar has developed Anandipad–India’s 1st fully compostable, biodegradable & organic sanitary pad. It is 
made with Bio-SAP gel certified by government accredited labs, along with certified other organic, compostable, 
harmful chemical-free materials.

Aakar recently signed a distribution deal with New York-based White Owls for an initial order of 120,000 boxes 
of pads, valued at over $350,000, to start in January of 2022. They currently work with 6 American companies 
and foundations, including Village Capital, WorldServe International and Village Volunteers to help with outreach 
and distribution of their pads in Africa. They also partner with Stanford University and the University of California 
Berkeley on ongoing research projects.

Digantara has developed surveillance technology to track and map small-sized space debris ranging between 1 
to 10 cm, a major threat to the future of space exploration. The startup has recently signed a historic data sharing 
agreement on “Space Situational Awareness” with the U.S. Department of Defense. They also have raised seed 
funding of $2.5 Million from Kalaari Capital, a Karnataka-based venture capital firm.

Digantara was invited to the launch of the Indian Space Association (ISpA), dedicated to making the Indian 
space industry a global leader. At the launch, Anirudh Suri, co-founder of Digantara, interacted with Indian Prime 
Minister Modi and other eminent personalities who were a part of the event.

Pacify Medical has been selected as one of 11 global teams, and the only one selected from Asia, to join the 
IDEA² Program run by MIT in Boston, Massachusetts. Over a period of 7-months, IDEA² will provide mentoring 
and connections to help these teams from around the world develop their project ideas and to realize them.

BlueLearn, an edtech platform, raised $450,000 from the Silicon Valley-based VC firm Lightspeed, with 
participation from 100X.VC and other Indian angel investors. BlueLearn is one of India’s largest student 
communities that provides a one-stop platform for students to “learn new skills, network with peers, apply for 
internships and grow as an individual.”

Phool.co has raised $1.4 million in a pre-Series A funding round, led by San Francisco-based Draper Richards 
Kaplan Foundation and the Indian Angel Network Fund. Phool.co converts floral waste from temples into 
charcoal-free luxury incense products.

Clensta International, offering waterless hygiene solutions, has raised $674,000 from N+1 Capital, a revenue-
based growth capital fund supporting Indian entrepreneurs.

S4S Technologies raised $1.75 million from Acumen, a global non-profit that aims to fight poverty by investing in 
sustainable businesses, leaders, and ideas. S4S Technologies has developed a portable, solar-powered machine 
that dries vegetables and spices while retaining their nutrients, which reduces food wastage and increases 
farmers’ incomes.



OUR STARTUPS 
AND THEIR 

INNOVATIONS
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Website: https://www.arosia.in

Name

Arosia Water  
(Hydrotec Solutions)
Product/Service
Smart water purification and dispensing 
system 

Founders
Navin Gupta,   
Rituparna Das

What We Do
Arosia Water is a smart water purification and dispensing system that is designed to increase accessibility and ease of use for 
water purification in remote areas.  It is powered by solar energy, which can run the device for 48 hours once fully-charged.  

IoT controlled functions, including monitoring of water quality, water treatment and cleaning, reduce the need for manual 
maintenance. Our fully automatic system can be controlled by mobile app and offers safe, sustainable and affordable drinking 
water for rural communities, while serving as a source of income for local providers. 

What We’ve Done
Presently we are serving 50,000 people daily through our 200+ water purifiers and water kiosks.  Our goal is to touch the lives of 1 
million people by 2025. We were recognized with the CISCO Global Problem Solver Award in 2020, Financial Times Finalist in 2020, 
Best Startup in the Environment and Energy category by the Leaders of Tomorrow award, 2021.  

We will soon launch the option of digital payment through our mobile app for collecting water from kiosks. This shall reduce the 
dependence on cash/coins/RFID cards for transactions.  Urban customers shall benefit as they won’t have to carry specific coins 
for collecting water.  Rural customers can get rid of physical RFID cards allowing their entire wallet to become digital. 

Climate 
Change
Climate 
Change
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Website: www.aloeecell.com

What We Do
E-Waste, particularly batteries, is one of the biggest problems of society today. Across the globe, 53.6M metric 
tons of e-waste are generated every year, of which only 12% is recycled.  Aloe Ecell, a globally recognized 
clean tech company, has developed the first 100% Eco-friendly aloe vera based battery, and a post-consumer 
blockchain-based system to collect and recycle the batteries into aloe fertilizers. 

What We’ve Done
More than 1200 aloe vera batteries have been sold, and 15 collection centers have been established around 
India.  Aloe Ecell were the winners of the Schneider Go Green 2019 Global competition and the European EIT KIC 
Climate Launchpad in 2020.  As founder, Nimisha Varma was named Iconic Woman Entrepreneur of 2019 and 
recevied the Women Achiever’s Award in 2020.  Aloe Ecell has been recognized by industry leaders such as NASA, 
Intel, Shell, Google and Tata Power.  

Name

Aloe Ecell
Product/Service
Eco Friendly, Aloe Vera Based Batteries

Founders
Nimisha Varma,  
Naveen Suman

Website: www.angirusind.com

What We Do
India is the world’s third-largest waste generating country, creating 14.3 million tons of plastic waste and 200 
million tons of construction waste annually.  With no practical disposal solution, these wastes end up in our 
landfills or in our water bodies. On the other side, brick kilns are the second-largest source of air pollution 
in India.  Angirus is an innovative company based in Udaipur that has developed eco-friendly, lightweight, 
waterproof bricks called Wricks, out of plastic and construction waste. Wricks have been tested in government 
laboratories and shown to be 30% lighter, 80% more waterproof, and 20% stronger than clay or fly ash brick, but 
still have a 20% lower construction cost. 

What We’ve Done
In 2020, Angirus was one of 10 startups shortlisted to receive a $13,000 grant in the Smart India Hackathon.  
Angirus also won 2nd place in a startup venture competition organized by the Schulich School of Business in 
Canada and received $10,000.  

Angirus has recently signed a MoU with Udaipur City Administration to operate their construction waste plant.  
Over the last two months, we have successfully recycled 200 tons of demolition waste from the city.  

Name

Angirus
Product/Service
Bricks from Construction Waste

Founders
Kunjpreet Arora, 
Lokesh Puri Goswami
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https://aumsat.com/

What We Do
Aumsat provides precision-driven, AI-Enabled, Satellite-based hydronalytics for detecting, predicting, and 
forecasting leakages in water pipeline networks. Unlike traditional survey methods and SCADA based systems, 
our Neural Network derives data from satellite, drone imagery, and sensor networks to help public utilities 
and irrigation departments accurately detect, analyze, and forecast water leakages, ruptures, or spills in 
water transmission networks without physically being present in the field, thereby reducing user costs, both 
economically and logistically, by 75%.

What We’ve Done
Having done ideation, brain storming and market research, we did trials with 3100 users and successfully 
demonstrated our algorithm for large organizations such as NASA, PUB Singapore, ICAR Water Technology 
Division, Coal India Limited, Central Groundwater Board, and the Ministry of Defense. 

Name

Aumsat Technologies 
LLP
Product/Service
Satellite-Based Water Pipeline Leak 
Detection, Prediction and Forecasting 

Founders
Riddhish Soni, Chetan S., Karan Behar

Website: www.ibanss.com

What We Do
Bio Craft Innovation’s technology converts bamboo biomass into thermoplastic granules that can be used 
on standard injection molding machines.  These bamboo-based injection molding granules are inexpensive 
as compared to other products in the same segment.  They can be used on traditional plastic machines to 
make injection-molded daily use articles, stretched sheets for packaging or bags and even in single use vacuum 
forming products like plates, or food containers and most importantly does not require special investment by 
industry to adopt.

What We’ve Done
We have raised $500,000 in pre seed debt and equity funding to finance our pilot manufacturing facility.  We are 
working with farming organizations (FPOs)  in the bamboo sector and are developing products for domestic and 
international corporations.

Name

Bio Craft Innovation
Product/Service
Bamboo based granules for standard plastic 
injection molding machines

Founders
Anubhav Mittal, 
Vibha Anubhav Mittal
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What We Do
Biosolve Innovations provides waste water treatment solutions for both domestic and industrial use.  Our 
patented bacteria mix triggers the formation of biofilms for enhanced removal of micropollutants, eliminating 
color and odor. 

What We’ve Done
Their unique concept of using bacterial mix has been discussed at different forums since the company was 
launched on 4th September 2020. We have partnered with a German company, an Indian herbal industry, and 
an Indian textile industry to promote this concept internationally.  We have worked with sellers of plastic floaters 
and of moving bed biofilm reactors, who are looking to use Biosolve’s bacterial mix in their newly commissioned 
sewage and industrial waste water treatment plants.  Biosolve was selected out of 154 applicants as a finalist in 
the prestigious Indo-German collaborative project. 

Name

Biosolve Innovations
Product/Service
Bacterial solutions for waste water 
treatment

Founders
Dr. Mousumi Debnath,
Ms. Priyanka Sharma

Website: www.charzer.com

What We Do
With a mission to put a charging station on every street of every city in India, Charzer has developed a low 
cost EV charging station called Kirana Charzer. Kirana Charzer can be installed anywhere with a basic electricity 
connection and doesn’t require a lot of space.  Combined with the Charzer app, we are a one-stop shop for the 
charging needs of an EV owner.  EV owners can discover, book, pay for and operate charging stations using the 
Charzer app. With its differentiated low-cost tech, Charzer is putting up the next million charging points while 
bringing high utilization from the start. Anything from kiranas (small shops) to malls, or apartments to offices, 
can now be a charging station.

What We’ve Done
Since starting operation in December 2020, Charzer has installed 200+ charging stations across 20 cities in India. 
Charzer has partnered with all the major 2-wheeler, 3-wheeler and 4-wheeler vehicle manufacturers to onboard 
their customers directly on to the Charzer app.  We have also partnered with giants like Indian Oil as well as with 
the major real estate players like Brigade, Prestige, SNN and Inorbit to promote EV charging solutions.

Name

Charzer
Product/Service
EV charging station solutions

Founder
Sameer Ranjan Jaiswal
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Website: www.dashdynamic.in

What We Do
Dash Dynamic’s Fast Wireless Charging for Electric Vehicles (EVs) is a convenient, light-weight, and safe EV 
refueling technology.  Our wireless charging technology charges 30% faster than conventional EV chargers. 
Using our mobile app, a driver can start charging wirelessly by simply parking above the charging spot on the 
ground, avoiding the hassle of manually plugging in. 

These wireless chargers are space-efficient and can be installed in the tightest of parking spots.  Wireless charging 
does not create heat and is not prone to surges, which leads to a 40% longer battery life.   Eliminate complex 
hardware and software, bulky charging equipment, range anxiety, and security issues by going wireless.

What We’ve Done
Dash Dynamic is actively developing its beta version of their fast wireless charging with electric vehicle 
manufacturers. The technology is compliant with the standards of the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE 
J2954).  We are currently in advanced discussions with major vehicle manufacturers for a pilot program in their 
showrooms. 

Name

Dash Dynamic
Product/Service
Wireless charging for electric vehicles

Founders
Robin Singh, 
Shashank

Website: www.deyhaat.com

Name

DeyHaat Connect
Product/Service
Solar pico grids for rural micro enterprises

Founders
Sunit Arya, 
Agnes Claire

What We Do
In India, where over 65% of the population lives in rural areas, micro-enterprises play a very crucial economic 
role in their community. Despite this, many of these micro enterprises are forced to rely on expensive and 
inefficient sources, such as kerosene lamps and diesel generators for their basic energy needs. As a result, many 
of these micro-enterprises shut down during the early evening hours, causing them to lose revenue.  DeyHaat 
is a social enterprise offering affordable, clean, and reliable energy access to micro-enterprises in rural Indian 
communities through innovative solar pico-grids.  Besides providing energy independence, DeyHaat’s solution 
also reduces CO2 emissions and helps alleviate poverty.

What We’ve Done
DeyHaat has deployed 85 solar pico grids through which 700 rural micro-enterprises have access to energy 
and over 11,200 lives have been impacted, while 130 tons of CO2 has been avoided each year. DeyHaat was 
selected by Chevron and Santa Clara University as a Top Asia Sustainability startup in Asia and as a Top 3 Global 
Impact Organization by Top Tier Impact Group and the World Economic Forum. We were named as one of the 
Top 11 Promising Startups in Energy during the MILES Challenge of 2021 and a Top 10 Finalist for Energy Tech 
Challengers under Future Grid 2021.  
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Website: https://www.dharaksha.com/

What We Do
For the world of packaging, Dharaksha Ecosolutions has a customizable, patented bio-degradable material 
made out of crop post harvest stubble waste which is being burnt every year.  Dharaksha’s packaging is cost 
competitive with Termocol, but superior in strength & surface finish and completely biodegrades in just 60 
days, while Termocol degrades in 4000 years.  With the advantage of laser branding for brand and sustainability 
awareness, it provides a unique unboxing experience to the end-user. 

What We’ve Done
Dharaksha Ecosolutions has created a bio-degradable packaging material out of crop stubble waste that is 
identical in looks and feel to conventional termocol, but much superior in cushioning capabilities and best of all, 
completely biodegradable in just 60 days.

Our goal is to use 23 million tonnes of crop stubble which would otherwise be burned, to produce zero carbon 
footprint packaging material in the year 2022.

Name

Dharaksha Ecosolutions
Product/Service
Bio-degradable packaging material from crop 
stubble waste 

Founders
Arpit Dhupar,
Anand Bodh

Website: www.thinkecovia.com

What We Do
Ecovia is India’s first packaging as a service solution for e-commerce companies, helping them differentiate 
themselves and create “peak moments”� for their customers.  We enable a brand’s transition to returnable 
packaging, thereby helping them view packaging as an investment in the customer experience rather than a 
cost center.  Not only does this enhances brand value, it also helps brands be more sustainable by helping them 
close the loop on packaging.

What We’ve Done
Ecovia has onboarded 10 brands so far, including some of the biggest players in the beauty and groceries space, 
which have a cumulative volume of 1.6M monthly shipments. They have been nominated for a grant from 
Gujarat Govt. for $52,000 and have been named “Emerging Startup of the Year” title by the Southern Gujarat 
Chamber Of Commerce and Industry.

Name

Ecovia
Product/Service
Reusable, returnable packaging for the 
E-commerce industry

Founder
Dhwani 
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Name

Elecxion Energy
Product/Service
Electric vehicle battery cases

Founders
Praveen Bhaskar Reddi,   
Sourya Pradeep Taduthuri

What We Do
Elecxion Energy is an electric vehicle technology company that specializes in modular battery cases and 
smart battery analytics to extend lithium-ion battery life, improve battery efficiency, and extend battery life. 
Elecxion’s patent-pending modular battery case technology combines several functions into fewer parts without 
welding,simplifying, speeding up, and reducing the cost of battery assembly..

What We’ve Done
We successfully built our Modular battery casing, and threeelectric vehicle startups were able to test it and 
providefeedback on it. It helped us test our battery prototypes and gaveus an LOI worth 170K USD, as a monthly 
recurring order.Additionally, we have a patent licensing agreement with anupfront licensing fee of 70K USD and 
a royalty of x percent onevery sale. The licensor will handle product certification andother expenses. Licenses 
are valid for one year exclusively andfor two years non-exclusively.

Website: https://emoteelectric.com

What We Do
Emote Electric is an award winning, full stack electric 2-wheeler startup, disrupting the transport sector with Smart 
Geared e-motorcycles that offer an easy and cost effective transition to EVs for businesses and individuals alike.  
Emote’s motorcycles make it easy and affordable for businesses and consumers to shift to EVs by tackling the 
undesirable and noncompetitive nature of electric vehicles through their product - a geared electric motorcycle 
built with a design first approach.  It is the only geared electric vehicle in the country and offers the performance 
and convenience of a petrol bike at a very competitive price with a top speed of 120km/h, modular, swappable, 
fast charging batteries with a range of 450km, and futuristic features including on-board navigation and 4G 
connectivity,  all powered by a Qualcomm Snapdragon quad-core processor.

What We’ve Done
Emote Electric has won the Nasscom Design4India award, been the finalist in various competitions and exhibited 
in numerous marque autoshows. They have received firm orders worth $1.6 million from individuals and 
businesses from India and abroad and have trials running in Africa and India. They are partnered with and 
backed by various domestic and international companies including Qualcomm, Altair and the Kaga Electronics 
Group.

Name

Emote Electric
Product/Service
Smart Geared electric motorcycle

Founders
Pranav Singanapalli,
Padmini Balaram
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What We Do
Fulion power has innovated a battery swapping station and developed the technology of EV charging powered 
by solar power. 

What We’ve Done
The project is currently in the prototype phase of their swapping station. Fulion has recently collaborated with 
a number of companies to install solar PVs and we plan to install EV charging and swapping stations at those 
locations in the near future.

Name

Fulion Power
Product/Service
EV Battery Swapping Stations

Founders
Kunal Khanna,
Nidhi Khanna

Website: https://greatpelican.in

What We Do
Greatpelican Digital Systems is an advanced technology company committed to providing people access to 
reliable and affordable energy.   

Greatpelican develops smart connected systems for energy, electrical vehicles, and transportation applications. 
Our feature product is the Smart Energy Management Systems (SEMS), an intelligent energy management 
system to monitor and optimize solar power, grid power and battery storage, based on energy demand.  It 
maximizes the energy utilization from solar and minimizes the dependency on grid power.  This is a unique and 
differentiating feature compared to any other renewable energy system in the market and, based upon the 
configuration, can help to save you up to 80% off your power bill.

What We’ve Done
Finalists in NASSCOMM’s Manufacturing Innovation Challenge.  We have lined up a portfolio of new products 
which include EV Charging, Vehicle Management and Water Quality Management Systems. 

Name

Greatpelican Digital 
Systems
Product/Service
Smart Energy Management Systems

Founders
Bhaskara Rao Polisetty,
Nirmala Polisetty
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Website: https://www.gaunbata.com/

What We Do
Himalayan Innovations introduces innovative, non-intrusive technologies in Nepal with a focus on engineering, 
technology and design.  We aim to connect traditionally isolated sectors through cross cutting innovation 
projects.  We run Gaunbata Sanjal, a dedicated platform of small hold women farmers in Nepal, to promote 
green productivity and gender inclusive energy usage. It also promotes digital literacy through its girls4rurals 
network, which promotes best practices of renewable energy in the rural community. 

What We’ve Done
Himalayan Innovations is the recipient of the Women Enterprise Recovery Fund by the United Nations Capital 
Development Fund and has impacted 1060 women beneficiaries with 660 members in its girls4rurals network. 

We have partnerships with multiple national agencies like the Council of Vocational and Technical Education, the 
National Agriculture Knowledge Center, and the Alternative Energy Promotion Center.

Ms. Sadikshya Aryal, co-founder of Himalayan Innovations, is a women tech entrepreneur, an esteemed member 
of South Asian Women in Energy and was the national winner for Youth Co:Lab in 2018.

Name

Himalayan Innovations
Product/Service
Promoting innovative solutions in rural Nepal

Founders
Sadikshya Aryal
Kuldeep Bandhu Aryal

Website: www.ipanelKlean.inoviea.com

What We Do
Solar power plants lose up to 70% power generation in the case of rooftop solar and 25% in the case of utility 
solar due to dust depositions. iPanelKlean is a patented waterless solar panel self cleaning system that can 
increase power generation up to 100% and reduce payback periods by more than 40% -  all without requiring 
more rooftop space or land to install. The system can be retrofitted to existing solar plants or installed on new 
ones. 

What We’ve Done
During the World IP Day event iPanelKlean was selected as one of the top five technologies making India green. 
Published by DIGIT magazine as their cover story and by US magazine SPAN. Niti Ayog selected iPanelKlean to 
present as a leading disruptive technology during India PV Edge 2020. A grant of 70,000 USD was awarded to 
iPanelKlean by the Government of India and is one of only 3 companies Green Listed in the Distributed Energy 
category in the MILES Challenge. We are currently in discussions to install pilot installations with industrial solar 
companies. 

Name

iPanel Klean
Product/Service
Waterless Solar Panel Cleaning System

Founders
Suchin Jain,  
Pranav
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Website: www.dcman.in

What We Do
DCMan is a leading provider of high-tech lithium-ion battery packs for 2, 3 and 4-wheelers. Over 50k lithium 
solutions and 2000 battery packs have already been sold in the market and are being used on a daily basis. 
The team has won numerous awards and been invited to collaborate across platforms. They have successfully 
installed an electric automobile manufacturing plant for two companies. DCMan ensures safe, reliable, and 
sustainable electric transportation for everyone. 

What We’ve Done
DCMan was the winner of the 2019 Global Entrepreneurship Summit in the Netherlands and was invited to the 
Global Technology Collaboration & tie-up in  China, 2019.  We were also selected as one of the Top 100 Promising 
Global Startups at Startup Turkey, 2019 and were named runners-up at the DUBAI Living Talent event.

We have raised $100,000 and are collaborating with four OEMs to manufacture and use our battery packs, 
with production reaching over 500kW. We are looking to expand our strategic collaborations and invite global 
stakeholders to join us in the transport revolution.

Name

LEONITE DCMan
Product/Service
High-Performance Lithium-Ion Batteries For 
Electric Vehicles

Founders
Ankush Sarkar, 
Divyanshu Sharma

Website: www.misteo.co

What We Do
mistEO is a climate fintech company providing the expertise and the technology for climate risk mitigation 
to enterprises, insurance agencies, and governments. mistEO’s expertise in climate actuarial enables our 
customers to price their climate risk rightly and take appropriate mitigation measures.  mistEO’s platform, 
ClimaChain, combines 3 financial resilience tools for climate related exigencies: a fintech platform for near 
real-time settlements of weather related claims, Granular Weather Predictions for decision making in various 
verticals (agriculture, renewables, utilities, transportation & logistics) and an early warning system for public 
safety, security and livelihood protection. 

What We’ve Done
mistEO has recently added two customers in India - a state government and the UNDP.   We have also expanded 
its international customer base to Australia and the United States. 

Name

mistEO
Product/Service
Climate Change Risk Mitigation Platform

Founders
Samuel John, 
Chacko Jacob
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www.originbiopack.com

What We Do
Origin BioPack is for everyone who cares for the planet. We aim to create and contribute to the circular economy 
by ending the use of single-use plastic from all sorts of packaging.

What We’ve Done
We have covered 30 plus brands and made them switch to sustainable packaging. Our efforts are lauded by all 
brands we work with and other esteemed organizations. 

Name

Origin BioPack
Product/Service
Sustainable Packaging

Founders
Priyanka Maheshwari , Raghav Maheshwari, 
Mehul Agarwal, Vidit Gupta , Mudit Gupta
Raghav Maheshwari, Mehul Agarwal 

Website: https://phool.co/

What We Do
Every year, more than 8 million metric tons of pesticide-laden temple-flowers are dumped in the Ganges, choking 
the river & causing severe health concerns - diarrhea, hepatitis & cholera. We are a social enterprise that has 
pioneered technologies to up-cycle the vast quantities of this flower waste into charcoal-free incense and an 
animal-free alternative to leather called Fleather, named by PETA as the “Best Innovation in the Vegan World 
2020.” In the process, Phool.co employs women who were previously manual scavengers, to sort the flower 
waste and hand roll the popular incense sticks. 

What We’ve Done
Awarded the Fast Company “world changing ideas” status and recognized by Forbes, Fortune and the Stanford 
Social Review, Phool.co is driving a systematic change in a community that has been exploited for centuries 
by creating opportunities & revolutionizing the way India handles the challenge of a million-ton temple waste 
disposal. To date Phool has recovered over 7821 tons of flower waste. 

Name

Phool.co
Product/Service
Temple Flower Waste Recycling

Founder
Ankit Agarwal
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Website: pup.ideafactory.lk

What We Do
Price ur Plastic (PuP) is a Social Innovation by !dea Factory, the first social innovations Lab of Jaffna, Sri Lanka. 
The startup uses existing technologies and tools such as Internet of Things (IoT), cloud based connectivity and 
rapid prototyping to create affordable solutions for developing the plastic waste management infrastructure 
for Smart Cities and Waste Neutral Communities.   Price ur Plastic works on digitalizing the waste management 
infrastructure through a SMART bin integrator which recognizes the user, counts the bottles deposited and 
provides feedback to the user in realtime, and Gamified Reverse Vending Machines (GRVM) which gamify plastic 
waste management by acting as a Digital Out Of Home (DOOH) advertising platform in high footfall locations.

What We’ve Done
Since the launch in 2018, Price ur Plastic has conducted 3 successful pilots to validate the technology and 
business model. During this time, Price ur Plastic was part of the Spiralation program by the ICT Agency of Sri 
Lanka in 2020 and received a seed fund of $3000 from Yarl IT Hub in 2021.  PuP is also a part of “Jaffna Clean City 
Initiative” which works on fostering inclusive urban waste governance by enabling and strengthening community 
participation in decision-making through workshops and advocacy programs.

Name

Price ur Plastic 
(by !dea Factory)
Product/Service
Waste Plastic Management Systems

Founders
Anu Rakavan, 
Aeneas Jerron

Website: www.raysenserv.com

What We Do
Rays Enserv is a Patiala-based startup that converts wastes into usable biofuels. The company’s patented 
innovative process of converting non-recyclable waste plastics (PE, PP) and waste generated during the processing 
of edible oils into synthetic fuel is on-track to be commercially available soon, with construction of a 15 tons per 
day plant on the outskirts of Patiala under way.   This Advanced Biofuel can be readily used as a replacement for 
diesel, or blended with diesel for different applications. 

What We’ve Done
Rays Enserv was conceptualized in 2014 and with over seven years of development, is geared towards addressing 
the bio fuel market and contributing towards reducing fossil fuel consumption.  We were selected as a top 20 
Semi Finalist for the Global Cleantech Innovation program run by UNIDO and the Ministry of Small and Medium 
Enterprises (MSME).  Rays Enserv has worked with a variety of partners to shape up as the product company they 
are today, including CII Delhi, the Indian Oil R&D Centre Faridabad, UNIDO Delhi, and DLabs at ISB Hyderabad. 

Name

Rays Enserv
Product/Service
Biofuel From Waste Plastic

Founders
Yashpal Jain,  
Ashok Suyal
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Website: https://www.renkube.com

What We Do
Renkube is a solar company established with a mission to build efficient and innovative renewable energy 
products. Just like how a sunflower tracks the sun, Renkube’s Motion Free Optical Tracking (MFOT) technology 
can track the sun in a motion free manner.  We have integrated the MFOT into an innovative solar glass which 
provides 20% additional energy than existing glass. With our patent pending light redirecting glass, Renkube’s 
vision is to be the “Intel Inside” in the solar world. 

What We’ve Done
Renkube is currently scheduled to do multiple pilots with top PV and glass manufacturers pan India who have 
expressed interest in this technology. In addition Renkube is executing an agricultural PV pilot with Telangana 
Agriculture University to validate the better performance of their solar panels for growing groundnuts, cotton 
and maize. 

Renkube has been recognized as the Top Clean Tech Start-up in South Asia and one of the global finalists in 
the KIC’s Climate Launchpad event.  We have obtained multiple grants from Indian government bodies such as 
the Science and Technology Park, Pune, and the Ministry of Small and Medium Enterprises through the Indian 
Institute of Science. 

Name

Renkube
Product/Service
Tracking Solar Panel Glass

Founders
Balaji Lakshmikanth Bangolae, 
Dr. Lakshmi Santhanam, Deepika Gopal

Website: www.schillingsair.com

What We Do
Schillings Air specializes in providing clean air solutions to commercial properties. Our solutions use only 
universally accepted HEPA filters and guarantee the elimination of all kinds of particulate matter and gaseous 
pollution from indoor spaces. Current air purifiers are designed to cover only single rooms, and solutions for 
commercial properties require significant infrastructure changes. Most buildings end up with either insufficient 
air purification or no indoor clean air at all. By designing our product around the existing infrastructure without 
interfering with the existing HVAC system, Schillings Air eliminates these issues.

What We’ve Done
We have generated more than $100,000 in sales since November 2018, with clients from all over India. Schillings 
Air has also designed and successfully installed two unique solutions for space-constrained laboratories, with 
100% guaranteed results. 

Name

Schillings Air
Product/Service
Commercial Air Purification Solutions

Founders
Ashutosh R Thakur
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www.senergypallet.com

What We Do
Senergy Pallet, is a climate action startup driving innovation with eco-friendly and recyclable pallets for the logistics 
industry. The company’s novel solution makes use of timber waste to manufacture pallets, thereby reducing 
carbon emissions from the current alternatives. The distinctive features of the technology are superiority in the 
technicalities like load carrying capacity, space saving in stacking, moisture resistance and most important of all 
being competitive pallet cost.

What We’ve Done
Started in 2021, Senergy Pallet has found solutions to use agricultural waste along with the timber waste as its 
raw material for the pallets and other material handling components. This opens the scope to prevent yearly 
deforestation of more than 100 million trees across the globe. This create a huge opportunity to not only create a 
circular economy for pallets, improve carbon footprint for corporates but solve waste problem for the agricultural 
and related industries as well.

Name

Senergy Pallet Private 
Limited
Product/Service
Eco-friendly and recyclable pallets for logistics 
industry

Founders
Abhijeet Parmar, Kirti Purohit, Abhimanyu 
Sharotry and Prateek Chhatani
 

Website: https://www.ubreathe.in

What We Do
Urban Air Labs builds nature-based green air filtration products that provide cleaner air while tackling a broader 
spectrum of pollutants. Contrary to conventional air purification systems, our product uses only bio-filtration 
methods that do not require recurring filter replacements or leave a carbon footprint. We have launched our 
first product, Ubreathe, a plant-based air purifier which provides a green alternative by being able to purify 50 
times more than normal plants.

What We’ve Done
Our innovative Natural Air Purifier is based on phytoremediation and bio-filtration. The unique ‘Breathing 
Roots’ technology is patent pending in India and has been successfully tested by nationally accredited (NABL) 
laboratories.

We were named the winner of the ClimateLaunchpad 2020 program as well as one of the top 15 winners of 
the JLL Proptech Summit co-hosted by Invest India, and the winner of UNDP’s first Accelerator Labs Program 
working on Air Pollution issues in India.  Internationally, Urban Air Labs was named the winners of an Innovation 
Challenge in Thailand, were among the top 10 winners in an accelerator program for innovative AgTech solutions 
by Nest, a Hong Kong-based Venture Capital firm, and represented India at the International Techsauce Summit 
2019 in Thailand.

Name

Urban Air Labs
Product/Service
All Natural Air Purifier 

Founders
Sanjay Maurya, 
Akshay Goyal
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Website: www.e3wastesolutions.com

What We Do
Lack of segregation of waste at source and non-availability of decentralized processing technologies are the 
major factors responsible for increased landfill use which are affecting our health, environment and economy.  
XAPER Waste Solutions is a technology-driven startup building solutions to process solid municipal waste.  Our 
unique, patented Waste Processing System segregates the different fractions of mixed municipal solid waste into 
recyclable, compostable, and combustible. After recovery of the compostables and recyclables, the remaining 
combustibles are diverted to Waste-to-Energy facilities.  XAPER is designed to replace existing secondary 
collection points and divert 100% waste from landfills by processing and separating waste near the point of 
waste generation.

What We’ve Done
Since our launch in August 2018, XAPER has booked over $10 million in revenue from customers, including 
government organizations such as the Indian Railways and Army Cantonments. XAPER also secured a grant of 
$130,000 under the New India Challenge for Decentralized Waste Processing.

Name

XAPER Waste Solutions 
(Formerly E3 Waste 
Solutions)
Product/Service
Waste Processing System For Municipal Solid 
Waste

Founders
Ajay Palta, Govind Palta,  
Jasmeet Kaur

Agriculture
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Website: www.blackeyetech.in

Name

Black Eye Technologies
Product/Service
Water and Soil Monitoring and Alert System

Founders
Amandeep Srivastava, 
Harminder Singh

What We Do
Black Eye Technologies solves two major issues of excessive water use by the farmer and low crop yield due to 
poor soil health through AI enabled sensors to notify farmers about needed crop irrigation levels and fertilisation.  
We have developed Irrigation Alert 2.0, a device that can reduce water use by up to 42% and, with the right 
fertilizer recommendation, increase crop production by 34%.   Irrigation Alert 2.0 monitors the pH, water level, 
moisture percentage, temperature and humidity of the soil and accordingly sends an SMS to the farmer’s mobile 
phone when to start or stop watering crops. This data is then stored on the cloud to automate future decisions.

What We’ve Done
Black Eye Technologies has received the following awards:

1. Emerging Startup of the Year 2020 - STPI

2. Greenpreneur of the year 2021 - FICCI

3. Best Startup of the Year (Natural Resources) 2020 - PAU

Website: www.cropdomain.com

What We Do
It is Crop Domain’s vision to harness the power of nature rather than to fight it. We are an agribusiness startup 
that continuously develops dual role formulations that act as both crop protectants and growth enhancers.  Crop 
Domain’s products are derived from root microbiomes that have proven highly effective against insect pests 
(particularly white grubs) and are 60% cheaper than conventional pesticides, resulting in increased farmers’ 
incomes and lowered greenhouse gas emissions. 

What We’ve Done
Crop Domain has sold over $27,000 of products and services, added high impact customers to our customer 
lists, won Indian and international clients and is in partnership discussions with major domestic and international 
companies. 

Name

Crop Domain
Product/Service
Bio Pesticides

Founders
Dr. Mahadeva Swamy, 
Lavanya Be
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Website: www.eekamfarms.com

What We Do
The quality of local vegetables is poor in India.  They are adulterated and lack freshness.  On average, vegetables 
can take 30 hours to reach our tables after harvest.  Organic vegetables are a luxury for middle class families 
with prices almost three times higher than local vegetables.  Through a personalised farming model, Eekam 
Farms provides 100% visibility, 3X the freshness, and 3X the quality of vegetables at flat rates throughout the 
season.  Zehar Mukt Kheti (Poison-Less Farming) is our motto. Using a digital platform, consumers can choose 
from a variety of crops and track their progress from sowing to delivery.  The system enables growers to plan 
crops based on the demand of the up coming crop cycle, allowing them to select the right inputs at the right time 
for the right crop, reducing input costs and crop waste.  Using the model of local community farming, we deliver 
naturally grown vegetables within 12 hours of harvest.

What We’ve Done
We offer 15+ exotic crops using natural farming, including yellow watermelons, broccoli, purple cabbage, long 
cabbage, yellow cherry tomatoes, red cherry tomatoes, bok choy, lalima okra, red and black rice, black wheat, 
and others. You can taste the difference in naturally grown, freshly harvested crops and we have seen maximum 
traction occur with experiential marketing with our consumers. 

Using a 20-20-80 model, Eekam Farms helps farmers earn 20% more, consumers save 20%, while we can 
generate an 80% profit. 

Name

Eekam Farms
Product/Service
Organic Vegetables Delivery 

Founders
Sanchit Aggarwal 
Dr. Rupesh Tyagi

Website: www.hanagrocare.com

What We Do
Medicinal mushrooms are a great source of nutrition, boost immunity, have anti-cancer, anti-inflammatory and anti-oxidant 
properties and can prevent life threatening diseases. There is a significant lack of cultivation of medicinal mushrooms in India.  Han 
Agrocare is a social enterprise based in Dehradun, Uttarakhand that cultivates medicinal mushrooms like Shitake, Ganoderma, 
and Lion’s Mane which are then sold (along with mushroom-added products like protein powder, cookies, tea and coffee) to 
supermarkets, retail stores & hotels looking to offer natural & organic products.

What We’ve Done
We have received numerous awards for our work, including:  

 ● Selected as Best Progressive Farmer – ICAR 2021
 ● Enterprising Women Entrepreneur – MSME 2021
 ● Best Social Enterprise Award - Action for India - 2019 
 ● Selected in top 25 Women for Ambassador Programmed by Goldman Sachs and ISB – 2019
 ● Selected among 100 Women Transforming India by NITI AYOG - 2019
 ● Selected as Top 10 Agri Companies in Agri Udaan – 2019
 ● We Can Award – US Embassy – USA – 2017.
 ● Award from Cherie Blair Foundation for Mentoring Women in Business – 2017.
 ● CII Innovation Award – 2017.
 ● National Award for Mushroom Farming by Govt of India- ICAR – 2016.
 ● Certificate for Training Programme on Value Added Products of Mushrooms held at ICAR – Directorate of 

Mushroom Research – Solan – 2015.
 ● Women of the Decade Award – 2014.
 ● Women Entrepreneur Award – 2014.

Name

Han Agrocare
Product/Service
Mushrooms with Medicinal Properties

Founders
Hiresha Verma, Anish Hiresha Verma 
Nishita Hiresha Verma
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Website: http://www.intechharness.com

What We Do
Intech Harness has a patented “smart” pump controller that automates farm irrigation without manual 
intervention.  By automating irrigation, farmers greatly reduce their water use and carbon footprints while 
conserving soil, as well as increase their crop quality and yield, all of which results in increased incomes.  Our 
controller also increases the life of farmers’ pumping equipment, providing substantial financial savings. 

What We’ve Done
Intech Harness is a beneficiary of a grant from the Ministry of Agriculture & Farmer Welfare, Government of 
India.  We were ranked among the “Top 20 Most Innovative MSMEs” in India, were selected by the United Nations 
(UNIDO) for their low carbon (FLCTD) Accelerator and have been shortlisted by the Afro Asian Rural Development 
Organization for accelerated deployment to 30 African nations.  The company will soon be featured on the FAO 
Investment Division website as a successful case of using ICT in Climate Smart Agriculture. 

Name

Intech Harness
Product/Service
Smart Irrigation Pump Controller

Founders
Tarang Patel, 
Priya Patel 

Website: www.magronic.co.in

What We Do
Spirulina is a blue green algae heavily cultivated in South India, but is easily prone to contamination and farmers 
will have no visible indicators of the problem until the entire pond dies. Even a mild contamination will affect 
the quality of the yield and on average, cultivators lose 20% of their harvest every cycle.   Magronic is an Agri-
Tech startup focused on improving the spirulina cultivation process. Magronic’s system detects the invisible 
contamination of the farms at a very early stage, allowing the farmer to take action before it is too late.  The 
Magronic system will not only detect early contamination but with its automated agitations & proprietary 
illumination techniques can increase the bio mass yield by 50% which directly increases a farmer’s revenue by 
1.5x.

What We’ve Done
Magronic was awarded Best Innovation in the category of Excellence in Social Impact by the International Society 
for Scientific Research & Development. Having successfully completed & validated our prototype, Magronic is 
now building their Beta product and are about to have a soft launch at more than 50 farms across Tamil Nadu 
& Pondicherry.

Name

Magronic Pvt Ltd
Product/Service
Spirulina Cultivation System

Founders
Megavaruman, 
Amanullah
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recyteq.com

What We Do
Recyteq is transforming human hair waste into nitrogenous fertilisers. They are building a digital ecosystem to 
collect human hair waste from salons, process it, and sell the fertilizer directly to the end-user. In comparison 
with chemical fertilisers, hair-based nitrogenous plant boosters increase plant productivity by up to 10.7% and 
require 26% less water.

What We’ve Done
Agritreat is approved by the Indian Ministry of Agriculture, which also awarded us a grant of $20,000 to support 
our development. 

We have been selected by the Ministry of IT and Invest India to be promoted among 100,000 villages. We are 
working with the National Bank of Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD) for skill development of farmers 
pan-India.  Together we have worked with 10,000 farmers to make their livelihoods better and the numbers of 
farmers joining the Agritreat community is growing every day.

Name

Recyteq
Product/Service
Transforming human hair into a plant booster

Founder
Ritik Srivastava, Rajat Mittal

Website: http://agritreatindia.com

What We Do
Agritreat is a one of a kind multi-functional organic spray which gives required nutrients to plants to grow at 
an optimum level.  The spray also works as a pest repellent which reduces the input cost burden for farmers 
and reduces the toxic load on plants.  Agritreat makes plants safer for consumption and increases crop yields, 
doubling farmers’ income.

What We’ve Done
Agritreat is approved by the Indian Ministry of Agriculture, which also awarded us a grant of $20,000 to support 
our development. 

We have been selected by the Ministry of IT and Invest India to be promoted among 100,000 villages. We are 
working with the National Bank of Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD) for skill development of farmers 
pan-India.  Together we have worked with 10,000 farmers to make their livelihoods better and the numbers of 
farmers joining the Agritreat community is growing every day.

Name

Salutem Ridegear  
Apparels
Product/Service
Multi-Functional Organic Agricultural Spray

Founder
Bhavishya Devgun
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Website: www.www.skyware.in

What We Do
In India, storage losses of food have been estimated at nearly 100 million tons annually, worth $13 billion each 
year.  Skyware aspires to reduce these massive losses through IoT and AI-enabled storage systems that forecast 
spoilage using real-time data modelling to optimize the shelf life of the harvest.  Our system monitors several 
spoilage indicators and can identify crop spoilage in real time, alerting the warehouses in order to reduce losses. 

What We’ve Done
Skyware won the Smart India Hackathon solution for a problem statement issued by the Central Warehousing 
Corporation(CWC).  The CWC has since offered to conduct pilot testing of our system at their warehouses, which 
is an ideal opportunity to work with the largest public warehousing organization in India.

We are in discussions with the Indian Grain Management Research Institute and the Shriram Institute of Industrial 
Research to conduct further testing and development to automate the management processes.  Skyware was 
recognized as one of the top 50 International Startups at the Startup Wheel competition in Vietnam government. 

Name

Skyware Automation
Product/Service
Smart Warehousing Systems to Detect 
Spoilage

Founder
Rakshit Satija

Financial and 
Education
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Website: www.bottomstreet.com

What We Do
Bottom Street is a financial content discovery platform that enables retail investors and traders to do fundamental 
research and technical analysis of financial markets in an easy manner. 

What We’ve Done
Since its launch in August of 2021, Bottom Street has been organically acquiring customers at a 40% MoM growth 
rate with an average user rating of 4.8. Bottom Street has officially partnered with 8 finance organisations as 
data providers.  Our technology empowers traders with credible market research in a seamless manner through 
a smooth user experience and AI engineered analytical tools.

Name

Bottom Street
Product/Service
Mobile App for Financial Research

Founders
Gupil Kapoor, 
Manpreet Kaur

Website: www.eq8.network

What We Do
EQ8 Network aims to play a pivotal role in transitioning the world towards a data driven democracy for higher 
economic growth and freedom. EQ8 introduces a patented “Proof of Assessment” protocol that ensures 
authenticity, verifiability, and ownership of data directly using Blockchain, thereby eliminating data manipulation 
& fabrication by intermediaries, bots, and click farms.

Through its proprietary technology, EQ8 Network eliminates unauthorized data brokerage and monetizes data 
for consensual sharing and EQ8’s one-of-a-kind NFT data marketplace rewards users for their time, knowledge, 
and attention. 

Users can participate in surveys, polls, reviews, marketing campaigns, play-to-earn quizzes & other contests to 
receive rewards in cryptocurrencies every time their (anonymous) data is used.  EQ8 aims to create a Dataverse 
that powers the decentralized knowledge economy.

What We’ve Done
1. Placed 4th in the Nasscom 10,000 Start-up Challenge
2. Invited by the Prime Minister’s Office of the Bahamas to present at BBCC 2018
3. Granted a national patent in India 

Name

Brainchain 
Technologies
Product/Service
Platform to Monetize Consensual Data 
Sharing

Founders
Madhur Prabhakar
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What We Do
Chipspirit has developed the first fully hardware-based encryption platform for High Grade Secure communication. 
The first product, Abhed1, has commercial applications in finance and critical-data transactions. Chipspirit is the 
winner of iDEX DISC1 challenge on Secure Hardware Encryption Devices and is working with the Indian Navy 
on the Abhed1 product. With our hardware-based encryption solutions, transactions shall be faster and ultra-
secure with zero backdoors, or virus/malwares, and no hardware-trojans. The present platform supports USB-
3.0 and Ethernet-1G data transfers like bump in the wire Encryptor.

What We’ve Done
Since Chipspirit started operations in April, 2018, they have revenues of over $1.5 million. They won the iDEX-
2019-DISC1 challenge; and were winners in theIdea tion-Stage Cyber Security Grand Challenge 2020. They 
expect in the next two to three years to reach multiplier growth with their first product launch at the end of 
2022. Chipspirit is incubated in 6-incubators across India: Nexus Delhi; DSCI, Delhi; SFAL, Bengaluru; CIIE, IIMA; 
H.A.C.K., CySec, IISc. Initiative, Bengaluru.

Name

Chipspirit Technologies 
Private Limited
Product/Service
Chipspirit develops semiconductor 
solutions for hardware-based data 
encryption and decryption systems for 
online and offline communication.

Founders
Mohan Jindal

www.chipspirit.com Website: https://creditq.in

What We Do
CreditQ is a Business Credit Management Platform that not only assists companies in managing their credit, but 
also provides credit reports on other companies to determine credit defaulters before you start doing business 
with them.

What We’ve Done
CreditQ has developed India’s first business platform to manage credit transactions and keep defaulters in check. 
This process protects businesspersons from doing business with defaulters, thus safeguarding their businesses 
and saving time spent having to follow up with defaulters.

Name

CREDITQ
Product/Service
Business Credit Management Platform

Founders
Mukta Mittal, Ashish Singhal
Anjali Dharwal
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Website: www.ekatra.one

What We Do
Ekatra is a low data / no data learning platform that helps institutions create, deploy, and assess text message-
based micro courses that can dramatically improve learning and training. We apply microlearning methods 
which have been shown to dramatically increase user retention and are more effective than standard digital 
learning models. ekatra is a tool for educators and organizations to deliver learning at scale, combining the 
power of text (SMS & Whatsapp), audio & video communication. The product is powered using OpenAI’s GPT-3 
to enable educators to supercharge their teaching and provide quality learning to students.

What We’ve Done
Ekatra has been recognized as one of the Top 25 Solutions Globally in the UN-SDSN Youth Solutions Report 
2020, and an UpLink Innovator for WorldClass Education Challenge ($25,000 grant) by Deloitte and WEF.  We 
participated in the Google for Startups Advisors 2021 Cohort, and are one of the few teams globally to get access 
to OpenAI’s GPT3 Tool, and secured a $4800 grant under the Department of Science and Technology Program.

Through Deloitte’s WorldClass Education Challenge program Deloitte will invest up to US$1 million through pro 
bono and financial support to scale our learning solution.

Name

Ekatra
Product/Service
Low Data Learning Platform Enabling Micro 
Courses

Founders
Abheejit K, Prasenjit Debroy
Suraj Singh

Website: www.DocsinBlocks.com

What We Do
In 2018, Indian banks lost 800 million USD from fake CPA certificates, and 43 billion USD has been lost globally 
because of forged documents.  DocsinBlocks’ mission is to enable businesses, corporations, and individuals to 
take control over their digital information. The vision is to organize and secure organizations’ digital documents 
before they are shared over the Internet. We provide a secure platform that uses blockchain to create a “Digital 
Master” of electronic documents to prevent misuse, tampering, and faking, avoiding financial losses.

What We’ve Done
DocsinBlocks has successfully completed a project with StartupIndia for the issuance of Blockchain based startup 
certificates, with over 60 certificates issued so far. The startup’s technology enables organizations to ensure the 
safety and security over digital information. 

Name

DocsinBlocks
Product/Service
Secure Platform For Digital Documents

Founders
Brijesh Aggarwal, 
Simmi Aggarwal
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Website: https://www.kkdtech.com

What We Do
KKD strives to reduce time and waste by providing technological solutions that enhance efficiency by eliminating non-value-
added elements and improving governance.  KKD’s customized Decision Support System enables management to access 
critical information faster, improving their decision-making process. We are a Management Consulting firm that integrates IoT 
technologies into platform services to provide better analytics for better business management.

What We’ve Done
The Andhra Pradesh Government awarded KKD a prestigious work order in 2017 to design and implement several solutions 
for its Education department as part of its Digital Transformation initiative. Our designed online admission process reduced the 
admission process from 45 days to seven days and saved a huge amount of money on the printing, transportation, and resources 
required to process an application. Our Asset Mapping platform assisted in mapping assets from over 60,000 schools across 
Andhra Pradesh, to help allocate assets based on type and quantity according to need, but identified duplication of assets, saving 
a huge amounts of funds needed to refurbish schools.  KKD has also provided its Water Resource Information Management 
System (WRIMS) solution to State governments as well as a unique pollution control solution to the Central Board of Pollution 
Control. The proposal has been approved by IIT Delhi, which will mentor the project as the Government of India’s advisor on 
pollution control.

Name

Kam Kanakdurga 
Education & 
Consultancy Services
Product/Service
Data Management and Decision Systems

Founders
Kamana Jha, Mounik Pani

MillionNeuron.com

What We Do
MillionNeuron provides schools and other educational institutions with Virtual Reality Labs and VR applications 
& content, which gives students the freedom of  interactive virtual worlds based on their NCERT curriculum, and 
allows them to learn at the best of their ability, enhancing their creativity and critical thinking. They allow users 
with learning goals based on gamification of concepts and complete control over experimentation.

What We’ve Done
Since their inception, MillionNeuron has completed their first simulation in Virtual Reality and partnered with Tier 
1 Schools in Delhi to establish one of the first few VR labs in the whole country. They are creating a decentralised 
Metaverse around the NCERT curriculum with social accessability for students to collaborate and compete.

Name

MillionNeuron
Product/Service
Virtual Reality Labs and Simulations to 
Schools to make learning fun and interactive

Founders
Rithik Kukreja
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What We Do
In the next 10 years, India will see a demand of 40 million civil engineers but  construction companies of all sizes 
find it difficult to hire graduates with the right skills and training.  These companies have to spend large amounts 
to train graduates in-house or pay higher salaries for more experienced professionals.  Protrainy is an upskilling 
platform for civil engineering students that offers job-immersed blended training programs from 6-24 months in 
length, tailored to construction companies’ requirements, ensuring that companies can hire graduates with the 
right skills, saving resources and time.

Protrainy is a NSRCEL IIM Bangalore pre-incubated Ed-tech start up. We are working towards providing a more 
practical and relevant knowledge base to Civil Engineering Students and hence making them ready for the 
market. We have a unique online-offline blended curriculum curated, designed and delivered by corporate 
professionals and to ensure that the civil engineers are ready for a job before they complete graduation 

What We’ve Done
Since its launch in March 2020, Protrainy has trained over 1500 students, partnered with 3 colleges and 
3 construction companies. Currently we are focused on civil engineering but will expand to mechanical and 
electrical engineering with the same concept.  The startup has been adjudged by TiE Lucknow as one of the 
Top 25 startups in India and was named by Startup Odisha as one of the Top 6 startups in India. We have been 
recognized by Startup India, Startup Odisha, Startup Bengal, and the MSME Department of the Government of 
India. 

Name

Protrainy
Product/Service
Immersion Training Programs For Civil 
Engineering Students

Founders
Biswajit Shaw

Website: www.getsahayak.com

What We Do
Despite the world going digital, many people are being left behind with the complexities of technology. This is 
particularly true of those who don’t speak English as their first language. These people require full-time hand 
holding to navigate through web portals and government webpages. 

Sahayak guides its users as a coach through voice-based assistance in the user’s own language.  It can be 
embedded in any web or mobile application and does the step-by-step handholding of visitors by helping them 
complete an online task like paying property taxes, applying for a license, booking tickets, registering a complaint, 
or just navigating through any website.  Imagine Google Map Assistant guiding you to pay the water bill online 
in your own language. 

What We’ve Done
Sahayak’s vision is to make the internet more inclusive and handhold people to the digital world.  Since our 
launch in July of 2021, we have created the first version of the product and signed up two beta customers; the 
Bihar Sharif Municipal Corporation and Maharashtra Government’s e-panchayat portal. 

Name

Sahayak
Product/Service
Voice Based Web Page Assistant 

Founders
Puneet Sharma,
Kratika Sharma
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Website: https://wecreateproblems.com

What We Do
WeCP is a technical skill assessment software company located in Bengaluru (India) and Delaware (U.S.).  Our 
mission is to enable every recruiter to hire techies without needing techies to help in the hiring. We help recruiters 
to accurately check and challenge a candidate’s knowledge using an automated evaluation process. What Canva 
is to publisher, WeCP is to recruiters.

Our software provides two major benefits for companies; 1) it reduces staff time required to identify a viable 
candidate, 2) it allows an in-house engineering team to screen more candidates without their involvement.

What We’ve Done
There are hundreds of thousands of recruiters in the world with little or no experience in tech but are tasked 
to hire technical staff. The majority of these recruiters rely on their engineering teams to help them during 
technical recruitment, which delays the hiring by up to 273% and doubles the recruitment cost. 

Since our launch, WeCP has acquired such global customers as Infosys, Mindtree, L&T and Bosch and have a 3x 
growth rate.

Name

WeCP  
(We Create Problems)
Product/Service
Technical Skill Assessment Software For 
Recruiters

Founders
Abhishek Kaushik, Mohit Goyal

Healthcare
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Website: www.aakarinnovations.com, www.anandilife.com

What We Do
Aakar is a hybrid social enterprise comprising Aakar Innovations and Aakar Social Ventures. Aakar works to 
enable women to produce and distribute affordable, high-quality, fully compostable sanitary napkins “Anandi” 
within their communities, while simultaneously raising awareness of menstrual hygiene management. Anandi is 
India’s first Government of India lab certified fully compostable & biodegradable sanitary pad. Anandi pads are 
made with bio-based materials, are free of any kind of harmful chemicals, and fully decompose within 180 days.

What We’ve Done
Aakar is the first and only sanitary pad producer to receive India’s Compostable Certification. It has thrice been 
selected to serve as an Innovation delegation by the Indian Prime Minister, to Silicon Valley, Kenya and Rwanda 
as well as to the Global Bioplastics and European Bioplastics Conference 2018.  They received the Bio-Based 
Material of the Year Award at the International Conference on Bio-Based Materials in 2019, and the National 
Entrepreneurship Award from the Indian Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship in 2018. 

Other achievements include being named a Top 30 Start-up Worldwide, E-Bootcamp (Stanford University, 2012), 
a Materials World Award by the Institute of Materials, Minerals & Mining, UK: 2020, a Prime Minister’s Champions 
of Change Team Selection: 2017;  Miss World Organisation Association with Beauty with a Purpose 2017- present; 
United Nations- GSC-3S Awards, and a Millennium Alliance Award 2015-16.

Name

Aakar Innovations
Product/Service
Compostable Sanitary Napkins

Founder
Jaydeep Mandal

Website: www.bigohealth.com

What We Do
In rural India, people can wait to see doctors at clinics for up to 8 hours, losing a day’s wages every time someone 
gets sick in the family.  In an emergency or after hours, there is no way to reach doctors so many turn to 
unqualified local practitioners (quacks), which often results in mistreatment, overdoses, and in some cases, 
death.  BigOHealth is a digital health platform that allows rural populations to book online appointments with 
healthcare service providers and to consult with top doctors 24 hours a day.  As a result, patients not only receive 
high-quality treatment, but also save time and money.  The platform also helps doctors in smaller tier-3 and tier-
4 cities to manage all their appointments in one place and grow their practice. 

What We’ve Done
Since its launch in October 2019, BigOHealth has enrolled 230 doctors and booked over 15,000 appointments 
and 3000 online consultations. During the worst of the Covid waves, we helped 756 patients in Bihar to get free 
online doctor consultations, oxygen cylinders, and ambulance services. We recently launched an eClinic kiosk to 
meet the demand for doctors in the remote regions of Bihar. 

Name

BigOHealth
Product/Service
Online Digital Health Platform

Founders
Gaurav Kumar,  
Shubham Shreyas
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Website: www.canfem.com

What We Do
Each year, over 1.6 million new cases of cancer are diagnosed in India, and this number is growing by 13% per 
year. The mental health of cancer patients suffers dramatically as cancer itself is taboo in India. This is especially 
true for breast cancer patients with many women isolating themselves socially. Canfem combines advocacy, 
health care, and gender sensitivity developing non-medical solutions to help cancer warriors live better lives. The 
company’s flagship product is a fabric-based external breast prosthesis made using layers of hydrophilic fabrics 
that dissipate heat and humidity.  Its core is made of hypoallergenic material, making it comfortable and giving 
it the correct weight balance. Our products help breast cancer patients feel better physically and mentally and 
for Canfem it is equally important to create mental health support and awareness among cancer survivors as it 
is to provide physical products. 

What We’ve Done
Since Canfem launched 12 months ago, 5000+ products have been sold across India with a 93% satisfaction 
rate, and at only 21% the cost of imported alternatives. This technology has been approved by doctors from 18+ 
cancer hospitals in India.   Over 20,000 cancer warriors have benefited from mental health initiatives and more 
than 80,000 lives have been touched by our advocacy campaigns. The Canfem team has won numerous awards, 
including the Global Student Entrepreneur Award-India, the Young Social Entrepreneur Award by the Singapore 
International Foundation, and the United Nations Volunteering Award 2020. 

Name

Canfem
Product/Service
Hydrophilic, Hypoallergenic Fabric-Based 
External Breast Prosthesis 

Founders
Akriti Gupta, Kavita Gupta

Website: www.clensta.com

What We Do
Our story began with the simple idea of maintaining hygiene for defense personnel in areas with acute water 
shortages.  Clensta has a range of products including waterless body baths and shampoos, and is developing a 
waterless toothpaste.  We work in association with IIT Delhi, one of the leading technology institutions in India to 
create innovative waterless healthcare solutions to make hygiene accessible for anyone, anytime and anywhere. 
Our mantra of “clean instantly” is driven by our aim to create products that promote complete and instant 
Personal Hygiene without the use of water. 

What We’ve Done
Clensta has witnessed an upward curve growth since its inception. Within one year of commercialization, the 
company grew at a rate of 4x and targets a 10x growth rate.  Our product is widely accepted in Army and 
Navy installations, prominent hospitals including AIIMS, the Ram Manohar Lohia Hospital, Seth Sukhlal Karnani 
Memorial Hospital, and Taj Hotels among others.  We have raised significant Angel investment funding through 
the Indian Angel Network’s maiden VC Fund. 

Clensta has been rated as a top three company by BIRAC, and has been recognized globally by the World Start-
up Factory, Wharton India, Start-Up Chile, Singularity University, Krypto Labs and Falling Walls Ventures.

Name

Clensta International
Product/Service
Waterless Hygiene Solutions

Founder
Puneet Gupta  
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Website: https://cogniable.tech

What We Do
CogniAble is an AI-driven solution for affordable early detection and personalized intervention of Autism 
Spectrum Disorder (ASD) among children.   

CogniAble’s mission is ‘Enabling special needs lives, the data way.’   Our digital platform offers end-to-end Autism 
management solutions for children - from proprietary & licensed assessments, in-built treatment curricula 
& teaching pedagogy, data recording, and over 17 automatically generated progress reports to personalized 
treatment plan recommendations from AI & machine learning on the platform.  CogniAble is available on our 
mobile app and web access platform to parents, clinicians, and relevant allied organizations.  

What We’ve Done
CogniAble has served over 1500 families and 40 clinics & special centres in India, USA, Singapore and Japan 
by providing Autism detection, intervention and practice management services.  In addition to being awarded 
several renowned grants, CogniAble has also won various national and international awards like TiE’s Innovative 
Social Enterprise Award 2021, NASSCOM’s AI Gamechangers Awards 2021 and RAISE 2021.

Name

CogniAble
Product/Service
Early Autism Detection Among Children

Founders
Manu Kohli, Swati Kohli,  
Dr. Prathosh A.P.

Website: http://www.docturnal.com

What We Do
Docturnal is a MedTech startup that provides non-invasive screening for tuberculosis, NCOVID19 and pneumonia 
with real-time results leveraging machine learning over aural and clinical inputs.  Our two leading products are 
TimBre and CoVawe.  TimBre is a screening tool to detect pulmonary tuberculosis and COPD based on the sound 
of a cough.  CoVawe is a screening tool for Covid-19 & pneumonia with the sound of the cough and is available 
in versions for home and clinical testing. 

What We’ve Done
Docturnal was named as one of the Top 50 Global Innovations in 2017 and was also recognized by Avishkaar 
DeepTech IIITH as one of their top 5 Startups. We have received grants from the Biotechnology Industry Research 
Assistance Council (BIRAC) and were named as one of the UberX Global Top 10 awardees from 2018. We were 
featured in the UNAIDS MedTech Innovations Showcase of 2020.  Docturnal has raised $248,000 in outside 
funding till date. It has been awarded the Millennium Alliance Grant and is currently working towards deploying 
their product commercially. 

Name

Docturnal
Product/Service
Real Time Tuberculosis Screening

Founders
Rahul Pathri, Arpita Singh,  
Vaishnavi Reddy
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Website: www.dverselabs.com

What We Do
Most patients visiting the hospital are carriers of some bacteria or virus which could potentially be transmitted 
through the confined spaces within hospitals (like elevators).  dVerse Labs is a healthcare company focused on 
preventing hospital-acquired infections. Their product is UVfy, a sterilizer consisting of handrail modules that 
can be assembled onto any confined space like elevators.  UVfy uses ultraviolet lights that turn on automatically 
after every patient visit, deactivating bacteria and viruses within just 5 minutes.  

What We’ve Done
The dVerse team conducted feasibility and validation studies with over 40 experts from the medical sector and 
went on to conduct pilot installations of UVfy at a university, a hotel, and a hospital, which led us to narrow 
our focus to hospitals as our “beachhead market.” dVerse was the winner of the MIT COVID-19 Challenge and 
received CSIO-ICMR certification for the effectiveness of their product as well as technical approval to install 
UVfy in elevators.  Through these certifications, approvals and pilots, dVerse is now installed in 3 hospitals in the 
southern region and is looking to expand. 

Name

dVerse Innovation Lab
Product/Service
UV Sterilization Device for Hospitals

Founders
Krishna Thiruvengadam Rajagopal, Deepika 
Gopalakrishnan, Vivek Devaraj, Shreyas 
Prakash

Website: https://www.fabiosys.com

What We Do
Hospitals, especially those in developing countries such as India, are incredibly concerned with infection control.  
Up to 33% of all admitted patients have a high risk of contracting a hospital acquired infection.  Fabiosys 
Innovations is a healthcare startup that develops high performing antimicrobial products. Fabium, its flagship 
product, is a high-performance, washable, infection-proof fabric that destroys >99.9% of bacteria and viruses 
within 30 minutes, and is being integrated into hospital uniforms, masks, and personal protective equipment 
(PPE). 

What We’ve Done
Fabiosys has received over $250,000 in support from the Dept. of Biotechnology, Pfizer and other private sources.  
The product has been tested and certified by ISO for its highly effective broad-spectrum antimicrobial activity, 
and is also protected by patents and trademarks. 

Name

Fabiosys Innovations
Product/Service
High-Performance, Washable,  
Infection-Proof Fabric

Founders
Yatee Gupta
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Website: www.fititoutsolutions.com

What We Do
Fititout Solutions is an assistive tech startup based in Chennai, focusing on developing devices for the locomotive 
disabled. Our flagship product is a non-electric wheelchair which can be effortlessly switched from a sitting to 
standing position and is customizable to individual needs. Fititout believes it is providing not just a wheelchair 
but a lifestyle product that will improve patients’ medical conditions and help them live their lives independently 
with self confidence.  We are working on a mission to impact and improve the quality of life of at least 200,000 
locomotively disabled people every year. 

What We’ve Done
The journey started as a college project in 2016.  We kept improving our design and the positive feedback we 
received inspired us to create our startup Fititout in 2019.  We won a grant from the Ministry of Electronics and 
Information Technology through their Tide 2.0 program and were recognized with the Mphasis Universal Design 
Award-2020.  We are currently conducting trials with hospitals in Southern India. 

Name

Fititout Solutions
Product/Service
Lightweight Standing Wheelchairs

Founders
Naveen Kumar, Harinii S.,  
Ramalingam PL

Website: www.fertilitydost.com

What We Do
Fertility Dost is a digital therapeutics platform that helps women identify and navigate infertility, with a 
comprehensive personalized guidance offering of  community support, hyperlocal doctor discovery, customized 
coaching programs and curated content for preventive management.  The Fertility Dost platform provides 
personalized fertility care that results in a 5% increase in patient success outcomes and reduces by 50% the 
time, cost & harassment otherwise spent in traditional management.  Fertility Dost is accessible from home to 
take care of social taboos, saves you 50% of the cost and time otherwise spent at doctor consultations and tests 
and supports holistic management of fertility issues.  Fertility Dost: fertility management at your fingertips.

What We’ve Done
Fertility Dost has an active community of 50,000+ women across India.

We have been covered by almost every leading news channel including The Times of India, the Huffington Post, 
Times Now, CNBC Awaaz, Dainik Jagran, Dainik Bhaskar, Tata Sky, Your Story and SPAN magazine.

Fertility Dost has been awarded a grant by Techmap, the Do School - Germany and the Pollination Project- USA, 
and is recognized by IIT Delhi and Zone Startups. 

Name

Fertility Dost
Product/Service
Digital Therapeutics Platform to Help 
Women With Infertility Issues

Founders
Gitanjali Banerjee, Purnima Sood, Prashanth 
Menon
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www.kifaytihealth.com

What We Do
Kifayti Health’s software solution helps in disease management and progression prediction for chronic kidney 
disease (CKD) patients. This improves accessibility and reduces the overall treatment costs by up to USD 2500/
year.  Unlike the competitors, which provide just consultation & symptom management, the Kifayti Health 
solution slows down CKD progression and reduce hospitalization through early intervention and better treatment 
adherence.

What We’ve Done
Since Kifayti Health’s launch in September 2021, they have already impacted the lives of more than 50 patients, 
who have seen huge improvements in their critical health parameters like sugar levels, creatinine levels and 
blood pressure. They are working closely with senior and prominent nephrologists in India and have already 
signed up 2 major hospitals for further expansion of their program. They have also received grants from Goldman 
Sachs and Kotak Mahindra Bank under the incubation program of NSRCEL, IIM Bangalore. They are also among 
the top 15 startups incubated at IIT Mandi Catalyst. The solution helps nephrologists to improve the treatment 
outcomes of their patients, helps to slow down disease progression and enables caregivers and patients to 
make informed decisions and ensures treatment adherence.

Name

Kifayti health
Product/Service
We offer disease management services 
for kidney care that supports doctors and 
patients to monitor and slow down the 
progression of kidney disease.

Founders
Ashutosh Pandey, Ashutosh Pandey,
Mansi  Tiwari

www.lifeandlimb.ai

What We Do
Life and Limb is revolutionising the Bionic Market through innovative, accessible, and aspirational products. 
Our first product is BIONICLI, a prosthetic arm for upper limb amputees that can achieve 14 grip patterns and is 
custom-built for users, at an 80% lower price than the competitors. In simple terms, we want to make getting a 
prosthetic arm as easy as getting spectacles.

What We’ve Done
Since incorporation, Life and Limb has participated in 6 acceleration programs, raised more than USD 160K, won 
1 national and 2 international awards, partnered with 6 vendors and 2 rehabilitation centres, participated in 1 
international expo and conducted 1 pilot. 

Name

Life and Limb Private 
Limited
Product/Service

BIONICLI - India’s only high-performing prosthesis 
solution for people with upper limb amputation.

Founders
Nishant Agarwal, Nishant Agarwal
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Website: www.niroggyan.com

What We Do
Lab test reports have been identified as the first point-of-evidence in a patient’s health journey and can become 
a powerful tool for patient engagement. Yet they are extremely difficult to interpret by anyone who’s not a 
doctor, leading to low health literacy and ineffective long-term health measures. The health-conscious individual 
is often frustrated by the total lack of simplicity in his/her test report.  NirogGyan offers healthcare providers 
easy-to-understand medical test reports with simple & relevant explanations, graphs and actionable tips. It’s an 
automated & instant B2B service to empower and attract patients.

To transform the dreaded ‘lab test’ experience into a positive one, NirogGyan’s cloud-based SaaS renders 
anonymized patient data into SmartReports. The SmartReports are comprehensive (150+ biomarkers), well-
designed and visualised, are customizable and support non-English languages. 

When patients have a ‘wow!’ diagnostics experience with SmartReports, pathology labs benefit through positive 
online reviews, up to 30% increased footfall, and additional revenues generated through corporate check-up 
projects.

What We’ve Done
Some numbers to show NirogGyan’s growth: 1) 10 corporate clients: 9 in India and 1 in Saudi Arabia;  
2) Total SmartReports generated till date = 150,000+; 3) Average number of daily reports = 800; 4) Number of 
biomarkers covered = 150; 5) Labs who have tried SmartReports = 90+

Name

NirogGyan
Product/Service
Accessible Smart Lab Reports

Founders
Joyneel Acharya, Shweta Gandhi

Website: https://www.pacifymedical.com

What We Do
Pacify Medical is a medical technology company providing advanced wound healing technologies to patients. 
To assist doctors that have difficulty in covering large wounds with limited healthy skin or for skin grafting (skin 
transplantation surgeries) to treat serious burn wounds, we have developed a patent-pending Skin Spray Gun 
that enables large wound coverage by spraying stamp-sized skin samples.  With our device, we can accelerate 
healing and drastically reduce the need for donor skin transplants.  The Skin Spray Gun helps heal patients 25% 
faster and saves 80% of the donor skin.

What We’ve Done
Pacify Medical was selected for Massachusetts Medical Device Development Center (M2D2) Impact, Boston, 
among 10 global medical device startups and the only startup from Asia.  We also received the Young Innovator 
Award at InnoHEALTH 2019, the Startup Innovation Award at CAHOTECH 2019 and were listed in the top 40 
Pioneer Defence Innovations by the Ministry of Defence Production in 2020.   Pacify medical has received  
multiple prestigious government grants such as the BIRAC, BIG, and MeitY TIDE 2.0. 

Name

Pacify Medical 
Technologies
Product/Service
Skin Spray Gun to Accelerate Wound Healing

Founders
Saiprasad Poyarekar,  
Anmol Zimare
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Website: www.peerssymantech.com

What We Do
Peers Symantech is a technology driven and customer focused software development company providing IT 
enabled services with leading-edge engineering solutions. Our prime area of focus is Medical Informatics, enabling 
medical professionals access to Electronic Medical Records (EMR) and Clinical Decision Support Systems (CDSS).  
Our mission is to provide low cost and “in time” healthcare facilities to the most marginalised of populations.  To 
serve them, Peers Symantech has developed a cloud-based expert system called “iClinic”, that helps diagnose 
diseases in absence of any clinician.

What We’ve Done
Since its launch in 2019, we have developed five proprietary software programs, which are being used in 
renowned companies like Indian Oil, the Department of Atomic Energy, IIT Kharagpur, and the Indian Institute 
of Engineering Science & Technology, Shibpur.  Peers Symantech was selected as one of the top three finalists in 
the “Breaking The Glass Ceiling” program organized by the U.S. Consulate Kolkata and received a stipend from 
the University of Texas at Austin.

Name

Peers Symantech
Product/Service
Automatic, Cloud-Based Medical Diagnostic 
System 

Founders
Nilanjana Chaudhuri

Website: www.peeschute.com

What We Do
The struggle to find a hygienic washroom when nature urgently calls is a real one for travelers or for people with disabilities and 
health conditions. Wide Need’s mission is to provide prompt, hygienic and sustainable solutions for everyone’s pee problems. 
Wide Need’s flagship product is Peeschute: a pocket sized, paper-based device which turns urine into a thick odorless gel in 
seconds, allowing for its quick and hygienic disposal. 

Wide Need brings revolutionary solutions for human pee problems which include 2 aligned products:

1.  A paper disposable urinal bag which can be used by everyone to pee.  Urine gets collected into a bag and turns 
into thick odorless gel within a few seconds  so that it stays odor free, leak proof and spill free. The bag can hold 
up to 800 ml of urine, the maximum capacity of a human bladder. 

2.  Waterless, odorless and compact privacy modular chambers which will be installed in public places and made 
available with the above urine bags. These trouble free economic chambers can be a quick, easy-to-install 
substitute solution to traditional public toilets.

What We’ve Done
Since 2019 Wide Need has sold over 200,000 Peeschute urine bags in the UK, U.S., Canada and India and have raised close to 
$500,000 USD in both equity and grants. Peeschute has been recognized nationally as well as internationally by such prestigious 
institutions as the British Newton Foundation, NITI AAYOG, India’s Department of Science and Technology, the Indian Institute of 
Management-Ahmedabad and many more. 

Name

Peeschute
Product/Service
Portable and Hygienic Urine Disposal Bag 

Founder
Siddhant Tawarawala
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Website: www.ramjagenosensor.com

What We Do
Hospital infection is a critical issue, especially in the ICU where almost 80% of patients develop dangerous 
infections.  Because of the high infection rates, 100% of all patients are tested in the ICU.  Time is of the essence, 
because even a one hour delay in treatment can increase mortality rates by up to 16%, but normal tests can 
take up to 5 days to get results.  RAMJA Genosensor is a med-tech start-up that offers patent pending paper-
based biosensors for the detection of microbial infection and antibiotic resistance within 90 minutes.  Our device 
is almost 99% sensitive, specific, portable and user-friendly.  Unlike existing tests, the results are ready in 90 
minutes, saving patients’ lives and hospitals money. 

What We’ve Done
RAMJA Genosensor is the recipient of funding from Pfizer in 2020, of $65,000 from BIRAC in 2019, and a small 
business grant from Facebook in 2021.  We were named the winners of the MedTech challenge 2021 and have 
reached the final audition round of Shark Tank India 2021.   We are partnering  with top hospitals in India like 
A.I.M.S. in Delhi and Fortis hospitals in Gurgaon to pilot our innovation. 

Name

Ramja Genosensor
Product/Service
Paper-Based Detection of Microbial Infection 

Founders
Pooja Goswami, Rajrani Goswami,  
Dr. R. K. Giri

Website: www.redicinemedsol.com

What We Do
Chronic patients take multiple medications regularly, and adherence to regular taking medicine of chronic 
patients is below 40%. This increases treatment time, financial burden, and in severe cases may even lead to 
death.  Redicine is a healthcare startup using IoT technology to provide smart devices that help patients to 
keep track of their medications intake, increasing adherence up to 90%. The smart IoT based devices also allow 
patients, caregivers and doctors to access detailed adherence history through accessible reports.

What We’ve Done
In July 2020, Redicine joined Unleash+ 2020, an innovation lab. Redicine has been awarded the TIDE 2.0 Grant 
by the Government of India

Name

Redicine Medsol
Product/Service
 IoT Based Medication Storage & Scheduling 
Devices 

Founders
Kush Prajapati, Dhaumil Parmar, 
Raj Shah
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Website: https://web.iitd.ac.in/~sghosh08

What We Do
Lab animals are routinely used for testing cosmetics, drugs, vaccines and other  therapeutics.   However, most 
results obtained on animals cannot be directly applied to humans.  RegenArtis has developed 3D bioprinted 
skin models to accurately replicate the anatomical and biological features of human skin.  These can be used by 
cosmetic and pharmaceutical companies as alternatives to animal lab testing, which eliminates the wastage of 
time and efforts spent on animal testing and drastically reduces unnecessary killing of animals.  

What We’ve Done
RegenArtis has completed a 3 year long project with a leading FMCG company in India and is working on new 
skin models for specific conditions such as scars, psoriasis and aging. Discussions are ongoing with Indian and 
international companies on licensing these models. 

Name

RegenArtis
Product/Service
3D Printed Skin Models

Founders
Prof. Sourabh Ghosh, Mr. Shailendra Agarwal, Mrs. 
Sudeshna Mitra

Website: https://resolve360.app

What We Do
At Resolve360, we provide patients access to quality rehabilitation services at their preferred time and in the 
comfort of their home, cutting down their overall treatment cost by 50%.  Our app based platform (available 
on both Android & iOS phones) provides online medical rehabilitation with a holistic approach, backed by our 
in-house team of rehab experts in mental health, physiotherapy, and speech therapy in 11+ regional Indian 
languages.  Through a One-on-One video call using a smartphone, we help patients to accelerate recovery by 
30% and cut down their overall treatment cost by 50%, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

What We’ve Done
Standing strong as a 100% virtual platform, Resolve360 has brought world-class medical rehabilitation experts 
to the fingertips of patients living in smaller towns and rural areas.  We have treated 5000+ patients online, 
successfully given 15,000+ online rehab consultations, and have partnered with 10+ hospitals / nursing homes 
throughout India.

Name

Resolve360
Product/Service
Online Medical Rehabilitation Services

Founders
Apoorva Shrivastava, Shivam Gupta,  
Dr. Sneha Thakur
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Website: www.spadent.in

What We Do
Spadent provides on the spot dental treatment with movable dental set-ups at community outreach centers. 
We are bridging the gap between oral healthcare service providers and underserved populations with mobile 
dental clinics.

What We’ve Done
Spadent won the Most Visited Startup award at the 6th India International Startup Expo and Summit in 2019. 
Since our launch in March of 2018 we have conducted more than 50 camps in different communities in the 
Delhi area, serving more than 4000 customers.  We have expanded to open a new branch to include psychiatry 
facilities with an outreach program for the same. Spadent has seen a monthly growth rate of 110% and has 
booked revenue of $130,000 this year.

Name

Spadent - Healthy Smiles
Product/Service
Mobile Dental Clinics 

Founders
Dr. Nikhil Kaushik, Prateek Sharma

Website: www.synersense.com

What We Do
GaitSense, developed by SynerSense, is a body-motion tracking technology for health, wellness, sports, and 
workplace solutions.  GaitSense is a wearable and easy to use, portable body-motion and gait analysis system. 
Its proprietary technology leverages data analytics and machine learning models to assist in rehabilitation 
treatment, making fast, accurate clinical assessment decisions at a more affordable rate.  The device will 
also deliver quantitative data reports to help doctors provide optimal treatment in any healthcare setting.   
SynerSense’s frugal innovation delivers diagnostics and rehabilitation  solutions for people with locomotion 
disabilities, neurological disorders, and physical disabilities. 

What We’ve Done
At SynerSense, we are a multidisciplinary team who shares a collective vision of building the next generation 
body-motion tracking technology.  We are passionate about making a difference in the lives of people through 
3D motion sensor technology.  SynerSense has generated pre-revenue from customers, and has won multiple 
Indian and International start-up events.

Name

SynerSense
Product/Service
Wearable Body-Motion and Gait Analysis 
System

Founders
Patel Gunjan, Bhumika P.
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Website: https://www.vidcare.in

What We Do
Current lab diagnostics are inefficient, inaccessible and overall a dreadful experience for the patients.  Due to 
the pandemic, 66% people said that they are hesitant to interact with lab staff.   To address this issue, Vidcare 
has  built Mu-sure, an equipment-free blood diagnostic platform. The entire test fits on a disposable, credit card 
sized, self-contained chip without compromising test accuracy.  Add a drop of saliva, urine, or blood, wait 20 
minutes, and read the results as you do on a thermometer. 

Mu-sure is the first of its kind test that does not require any instrument or power to provide quantitative 
readings, and is designed to be intuitive so that  anyone can perform the test;  no training is needed. This is 
specifically important in home settings.  Vidcare’s first tests are for TSH hormone (hypothyroidism) and a saliva 
based COVID-19 test.

What We’ve Done
Selected as a Top 100 Global Deeptech Startup and the P&G Health Vision Award at Slingshot 2021, Asia’s leading 
startup pitch competition.

In 2019, won the India Innovation Growth Program 2.0, a leading innovation competition in India.

We won grants from BIRAC & NIDHI, Government of India and fellowships from the Royal Academy of Engineering 
UK (2020, 2021)

Name

Vidcare Innovations
Product/Service
Credit Card Sized, Self-Contained, Blood 
Diagnostic Test

Founders
Rohan Aggarwal, Dr. Saurabh Srivastava, 
Karan Aggarwal 

Website: https://www.vrupchar.com

What We Do
VRupchar provides end-to-end solutions to healthcare professionals for therapeutic virtual reality.  Our mission 
is to have Indian clinicians adopt and implement immersive Virtual Reality Therapeutics into clinical settings.  By 
utilizing our virtual reality solutions, patients can deal with pain and anxiety before, during, and after medical 
procedures without taking medication. They are also a relaxation tool for medical staff to combat stress, anxiety, 
and burnout by immersing themselves in virtual environments.

What We’ve Done
VRupchar was a runner-up in the “Covid Care Health Innovation Challenge” by the George Institute for Global 
Health’s Health Accelerator Program and was chosen for the prestigious “Health Innovation Fellowship”. They 
have also collaborated with “The Dolphin Swim Club” from the Netherlands.

Name

VRupchar
Product/Service
Virtual Reality Therapeutic Solutions

Founders
Jeet Jhaveri, Bhoomi Jhaveri
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Lifestyle

Website: www.bewustfoods.com

What We Do
Bewust crafts incredibly delicious modern comfort foods using ancient grains (Millets), eliminating ultra-
processed white flour, trans fats, hidden sugars & chemicals. Millets are gluten-free, nutritionally dense and 
consume 90% less water than rice or wheat, so they contribute to fighting climate change.

Our bakery makes gluten-free products made from 100% millet, without compromising on taste, so that people 
can enjoy their favourite comfort foods while reducing their disease risks and helping Mother Nature.

What We’ve Done
Since Bewust’s incorporation in August 2019, the startup received a grant worth 15L from the Ministry of 
Agriculture and was named a regional finalist in the TATA impact social enterprise challenges. Bewust is available 
on Amazon and has already climbed to the top 100 brands on the Amazon small business platform Sambhav 
with over 15,000 cookie jars sold!

Name

Bewust Foods
Product/Service
Ancient Grain Cookies

Founders
Tanushree Singh, Sonia Grover,  
Reema Rathore
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Website: www.audiobookconverter.com

What We Do
Doctunes converts your text in documents, images, and even handwritten notes to audio in your native language. 
We solve the problem of people who face language barriers in reading their documents and people who suffer 
from dyslexia or blindness and can’t read their documents.  

Unlike other programs that only convert your documents into English or require multiple steps, our program will 
instantly convert your text to audio in your native language.  With Doctunes, you can select the ideal speed, pitch 
and gender of the voice and listen to documents in your native language.

What We’ve Done
Our traction till date:

1. 16,056 application downloads in the last 120 days with a growth rate of 22%. 

2.  18,230 unique website visitors last 150 days with a growth rate of 26.9%.

3.  Users from a total of 155 countries.

4.  122,076,487 character have been converted till now.

5.  23,170 PDFs and 25,451 images converted to audio.

Name

Doctunes Audiotech
Product/Service
Instant Conversion of Documents to 
Audiofiles

Founders
Dewang Bhardwaj,  
Kunal Singh Shekhawat

Website: https://www.filmapia.com

What We Do
Filmapia is an online booking platform for Filmmakers to find and book film shooting locations. In other words, 
Filmapia is an AirBnB for Film Shooting Locations. We simplify the complicated and expensive process of Film 
Location hunting, helping filmmakers locate a wide variety of locations in minutes rather than days, reducing 
costs by 40-50%.

What We’ve Done
The company has helped to execute over 150 filming projects over the past three years by sourcing more than 
320 locations for 100+ clients, and has fast become the leading resource for film shooting in India. What started 
out as a passion project has led to revenue-growth from $6500 to $150K USD in only our second year of business.

Name

Filmapia
Product/Service
Online Booking Platform for Filmmakers to 
Find Shooting Locations

Founders
Benjamin Jacob,  
Ivy Manohara
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Website: https://www.gofresh.net.in

What We Do
GoFresh has developed a vending machine that makes healthy & hygienic fruit juice & salads instantly without 
human intervention. Customers can order by touch screen or by using their smartphone, and the machine 
itself will produce the fruit juice & salad within 45 seconds while preserving all the natural nutrients, giving our 
customers real, natural taste with added health benefits.

What We’ve Done
GoFresh has been supported by STPI Mohali - Ministry of Electronics & Information Technology, and IIIT Delhi. 
They have won competitions at the ARISE Program (Ministry of Food Processing), and at Startup Oasis Boot 
camp held at IIM Ahmedabad.  GoFresh has raised their first round of angel funding of $33,000.

Name

Gofresh  
(Invitante Solutions)
Product/Service
Vending Machine For Fresh Juices and Salads

Founders
Mrityunjay Baksh Singh, Vikash Gupta,  
Dishant Garg

Website: https://www.infloso.com

What We Do
Infloso helps businesses build brands by advertising through their customers, not just to their customers.

Infloso is a platform that helps brands run word-of-mouth campaigns through social media users for a fraction 
of the cost. To help brands achieve various goals from brand awareness to sales, Infloso uses AI to help match 
them with the right social media influencers and run ad campaigns from a single dashboard.  Brands are built 
by trust, not ads. Build this trust with Infloso’s data-driven influencer marketing platform. 

What We’ve Done
Infloso has been the recipient of numerous international as well as national awards and recognitions. We 
have won 4 international business plan competitions, and 18 national B-plan competitions.  Infloso was also 
recognised by Startup Expo India as “One of the most promising startups.” 

Name

Infloso
Product/Service
India’s first open marketplace platform 
connecting influencers with brands 

Founder
Utkarsh Khandelwal
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Website: www.lifaffa.com

What We Do
LIFAFFA is a lifestyle brand with a patented technology to convert single-use non-recyclable plastic waste to 
create a new material that looks and feels like leather. We craft fashion accessories and home products from 
this material and empower bottom-of-the-pyramid communities to turn plastic waste into an income resource. 
LIFAFFA turns wastepickers into artisans by providing them with a job of dignity. The end-products (bags, wallets, 
lampshades) are sold in Europe and America in Fair Trade stores and in India through online channels. 

What We’ve Done
LIFAFFA was awarded a special mention at the 1st Circular Design Challenge Fashion Week in 2019 and were 
shortlisted in the Top 20 Businesses in India leading Sustainable Fashion by the DO School, Berlin and UN 
Women, 2020. LIFAFFA was awarded the Isabel Martin Scholarship to present LIFAFFA’s circular economy model 
at the World Fair Trade Organization conference in Lima, Peru, 2019. We have achieved a target of upcycling 
360 tonnes of plastic waste, training 2800 persons in the upcycling processes, while avoiding 53 tonnes of CO2 
emissions and increasing the income of waste pickers by 150%.

Name

LIFAFFA
Product/Service
LIFAFFA upcycles waste plastic bags to create a 
material that can be used as vegan leather, floor tiles 
and wallpapers and even to create solids like trays, 
toilets and stools.

Founder
Kanika Ahuja

Website: www.opod.in

What We Do
Our fast paced life demands quick information and there is social pressure to stay up-to-date on current topics.  
The quality of news is impacted by the theory that ‘what sells is sold’, is reported without background context 
and with a distinct lack of local and vernacular coverage.  OPOD Audio is a mobile app that publishes 30 second 
audio summaries of current affairs and trending news in local languages.   We rewards users in the form of POD 
coins for every second of listening which can be redeemed for purchases and discounts through the integrated 
marketplace. The marketplace is exclusively curated to showcase diverse businesses which are new, traditional 
and of daily utility. Members will have upgraded access to expert curated content, special audio EdTech content 
and premium marketplace access offered by OPOD Audio.

What We’ve Done
Since our launch in August of 2021, OPOD Audio has organically gained over 1500+ users on Instagram and 
achieved an average reach of over 25,000 per month.  It was selected out of 245 entries as one of the finalists for 
the AWE (Association of Women Entrepreneurs) program backed by the U.S. Consulate and is also competing in 
the final rounds of Shark Tank India and Y-Combinator.

Name

OPOD Audio
Product/Service
30 Second Audio Summaries Of Current 
Affairs

Founders
Abhishek, Aakanksha Varude
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www.teakore.com

What We Do
Teakore is a premium kitchen accessories brand handcrafted out of the finest Burmese teak wood in Manipur. 
We make food preparation and serving safe and last for decades. Our products are food safe, with the unique 
properties of teak wood being; termite & water resistant, anti-bacterial surface,  and knife friendly. Our product 
range includes cutting boards, serving boards, spatulas, pizza peel, coasters, rolling pins and protective wood 
wax.

What We’ve Done
Since  the  incorporation of Teakore Products in 2019, we have listed our products on online various platforms 
such as Amazon India, Pepperfry, NE origin etc and also through our own websites. We have sold more than 
1000+ units of our products in these periods across India mainly the metro cities. Currently, we are in process of 
expanding the market to US and European markets via Amazon Global & export. On the product development 
front, we are launching a segment of products which are up-cycled from discarded wood collected from the 
wood houses to focus on sustainability and maintain the product quality.

Name

Teakore Products Pvt 
Ltd.
Product/Service
At Teakore, we handcraft teak wood kitchen 
accessories such as cutting board, serving 
board, spatula, coasters, rolling pins.

Founder
Soubam Luxmibai, Wonmipei Joseph 
Awungshi.

Website: www.whitecub.in

What We Do
WhiteCub is India’s dedicated dairyfree foods brand. Our products are available in retail stores and parlors 
pan India.  While WhiteCub started its journey a few years ago by offering dairy free ice creams, we have now 
expanded into a wider basket of solutions including dairy free butter, dahi and yogurt with more to come. 
WhiteCub provides dairy free foods with the exact same taste but without the cholesterol and fats!

What We’ve Done
Since its inception WhiteCub has won many awards, including the PETA Vegan Food Awards (twice!), the Cherie 
Blaire-Dhriti Foundation Award of Excellence, the Govt of India’s Women Entrepreneurship and Empowerment’s 
Certificate of Excellence, and the TiE-Power2SME Spirit of Manufacturing Award.  Our work has appeared in the 
leading newspapers and magazines in India. WhiteCub has raised a pre-seed round of investment from a U.S. 
based VC fund. Our products are available in over a hundred retail stores across India and are enjoyed regularly 
by more than ten thousand customers.  WhiteCub plans to start its exports very soon, primarily to the Middle 
East and Europe.

Name

WhiteCub Dairyfree 
Foods
Product/Service
Dairy Free Products

Founder
Sonal
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Website: www.Zyenika.com 

What We Do
For people with disabilities, the elderly, and those dealing with long-term health issues there are often very few clothing choices 
that make them feel good about themselves and getting dressed can be a long and painful process. This makes a daily activity 
almost unbearable for at least 300 million people in the country. Even in low degrees of difficulty, people are forced to ask for help 
in what is a private matter of dressing oneself. As a result, people often have to avoid social situations and the workplace, which 
leads to a loss of dignity and confidence.  The clothes designed by Zyenika are beautifully tailored to fit the individual’s physical 
needs and enable easy and comfortable dressing, even when challenges are involved, reducing dressing time from 20 to 3 minutes.  
Using innovative cuts, easy fasteners and a variety of fabric combinations, Zyenika makes independent dressing possible even 
with 80 percent impairment.  Our innovative designs are especially comfortable for people with disabilities, chronic illnesses, and 
the elderly.  We aim to make fashion inclusive for everyone, regardless of body type, disabilities, or physical challenges. Zyenika 
is about you, your dignity and choice.

What We’ve Done
XX Zyenika has impacted many with its bespoke wear and is now on its way to expanding into the off-the-shelf market. In addition 
to winning the Honey Bee Network’s creative and inclusive innovation award in 2020, the project was also a finalist at AD-Dress 
Now 2019 adaptive fashion competition, and recognized by the UNDP.  Zyenika has been extensively covered in the national 
media, as well as by BBC International. Zyenika has formed strong partnerships with a variety of organizations such as Impulse, 
which promotes the welfare of women who have survived human trafficking.

Name

Zyenika Inclusive 
Fashion 
Product/Service
Accessible clothes for people with physical 
challenges

Founders
Soumita Basu, Amita Basu

Industrial and 
Manufacturing
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www.airth.in

What We Do
AiRTH is on a mission to protect people from unseen germs and viruses in the air and the ill effects of air 
pollution with its novel Anti Microbial Air Purification Technologies developed at IIT Bombay, IIT Kanpur, and IISc 
Bangalore. Other air purifiers in the market only work on recirculation of room air, capturing germs on the filter, 
which is dangerous. They become a breeding ground for these germs and can again resuspend in the air. AiRTH 
is making all the other air purifiers in the market obsolete. Our Anti Microbial air purifiers, along with capturing 
germs using special filters, also continuously deactivates them inside the device. The impact that they are trying 
to create has been a huge success and is used to protect some of the most esteemed organisations in India

What We’ve Done
In 2020, AiRTH has started its journey towards protecting people from unseen viruses/germs around them.

We have sold 150+ units so far with some of the notable installations including:

- Reserve Bank of India

- Balco Hospital

- Stockholding Corporation of India

- IIT Kanpur

Name

AiRTH
Product/Service
Anti Microbial Air Purifiers

Founders
Ravi Kaushik

Website: www.bleaftechnologies.com

What We Do
Bleaf Technologies works to bring innovative products that cater to the ever-growing need for health and safety. 
Their flagship product, Cap2O, is a portable and reusable sterilization water bottle that offers potable water 
with a simple touch in 5 minutes.  It also encompasses features like in-built temperature sensors and drinking 
reminders.  Bleaf aims to introduce Cap2O into the hospitality industry to immensely decrease plastic bottle 
waste, as a 200-room hotel alone produces 300,000 waste plastic bottles.

What We’ve Done
Cap2O is developed after a collaborative R&D between Bleaf Technologies and industry veterans. We have raised 
pre-seed funding for development of Cap2O. 

Name

Bleaf Technologies
Product/Service
Water Bottle with UV Sterilization

Founders
Ruchir Raj Singh,  
Vandana Sachdeva
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Website: https://deliverain.com

What We Do
Deliverrain is a deep-tech industrial company that offers a platform for industrial augmented reality called 
Scaffold.  Scaffold is a maintenance and repair software for delivering multilingual virtual self-service guides 
on mobile phones to industrial workers to perform tasks like maintenance, repair, and overhaul in augmented 
reality.  Scaffold aims to accelerate Industry 4.0 adoption across manufacturing and process industries. Scaffold 
improves worker productivity by 40%, reduces error rates by 5%, and improves worker safety by 70%.  

What We’ve Done
Deliverrain Technologies was recognized as finalists in the Vedanta Spark Program, in the Maruti Suzuki MAIL 
Program and as a runner up in the NASSCOM Smart Manufacturing Challenge. The startup is in advanced stages 
of discussions with major automobile manufacturers  for a paid pilot implementation.

Name

Deliverain Technologies
Product/Service
Industrial augmented reality platform for 
maintenance and repair

Founders
VimalKanth Tummala,  
Gokul Rajesh

Website: https://callerdesk.io

What We Do
CallerDesk is a B2B deep tech, cloud telephony (CCaaS) company offering a ready-to-use voice communication 
platform for businesses who wish to manage their call centers and staff remotely from anywhere in the world. 
As opposed to other cloud-based telephony companies, CallerDesk offers a completely cloud-based solution at 
1 INR/minute for business calls.

What We’ve Done
CallerDesk has received a Best Emerging Company award from the Indian Achievers Forum. We have also 
partnered with major startup platforms like Startupindia, Nasscom 10K Startup, SIDBI India, etc.

Name

Deskotel 
Communications
Product/Service
Call Center Management Platform

Founders
Kaushal Bansal, 
Rajesh Dimania
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Website: https://dronaautomations.com

What We Do
Drona Automations works to eradicate manual scavenging of manholes using their customized sewer pipe 
cleaning robots. They also provide cleaning and inspection of pipes ranging from 3 inches to 14 inches. 

What We’ve Done
Drona Automations has been recognized by the Startup Karnataka Elevate program and was is one of the top 4 
winners at ‘Pitch Perfect’, a national-level business plan competition by IIT Bombay.

Name

Drona Automations
Product/Service
Pipe Cleaning Robots

Founder
Suraj

www.Diffuson.in

What We Do
Diffuson Coatech manufacturers advanced coatings to increase the durability of machinery and tools by up 
to 600%. Its coatings increase the surface hardness to 2000 HV and makes the surface 50% more slippery. 
MetaBoid, one of Diffuson Coatech’s products, outperforms the market’s best by over 3.5x under abrasive 
conditions (HVOF WC). Customers ship their components to Diffuson Coatech’s facility at Thiruvallur, TN and are 
shipped back to the customer with 3 times harder surface and 10 times higher resistance to corrosion.

What We’ve Done
Since our inception in 2020 we have processed over 2000 Kg of steel components at our pilot plant in Chennai 
and characterized over 150 tribological specimens. Our technology has saved 7 million rupees for our customers 
in the oil and gas industry and made the transmission chains last 4 times longer for our customers. We are 
actively seeking new customers in the area of oil and gas, pumping, power and the cement industry. 

Name

Diffuson Coatech LLP
Product/Service
Manufacturers of wear and corrosion 
resistant diffusion coatings.

Founders
Atul SC, Chandra Sekar SP
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Website: www.impriindia.com

What We Do
IMPRI is a research think tank that conducts independent, nonpartisan, pro-active research on policy-related issues. It contributes 
to debates and deliberations for action-based solutions for a wide range of strategic issues. It is committed to democracy, 
mobilization, and community building. 

IMPRI conducts rigorous qualitative and quantitative analysis of the most challenging issues of socioeconomic, political and 
environmental importance. We strengthen the analytical framework by engaging in three types of activities: Building Dynamic 
Evidence, Deepening Public Debate, and Catalyzing Transparent and Accountable Governance.  There remains a dearth of intense 
evidence-based and unbiased analyses, 

What We’ve Done
As part of its outreach, IMPRI launched #WebPolicyTalks, a series of online deliberations on pressing policy issues, with all the vigor 
and richness of offline discussion.

Over the past year, this platform has brought together people and perspectives on crucial matters, through more than 300 
impactful talks in consultation with 2000 policymakers, academicians, industry experts and civil society organizations.  The themes 
of these talks have been wide-ranging and each has been documented through videos on Facebook Live and YouTube, as well as 
podcasts on Spotify, Google Podcasts and other platforms. Our Weekly Newsletters reach over 10,000 subscribers globally.  IMPRI 
also publishes a flagship journal: Journal of Development Policy Review and has launched 10 specialized centers of research. 

Name

Impact and Policy 
Research Institute (IMPRI)
Product/Service
Independent, Nonpartisan, Pro-Active Research

Founders
Dr. Simi Mehta, Dr Arjun Kumar

Website: www.dweepi.com

What We Do
According to the Indian Railway’s own data, more than 40 train derailments happen per year, mostly due to poor 
track conditions.  Although the railway tracks are supposed to undergo regular inspections to check for cracks 
and breaks, this is not happening; currently tracks are inspected only every once every 1 to 3 months by a device 
attached to a train. While manual track inspections are supposed to be done daily, frequently these manual 
inspections are not carried out or the reports are filled with human errors.  Dweepi Innovations has created a 
portable robotic push trolley that can quickly and automatically measure track conditions and will upload the 
data to a central server, avoiding human errors.  The method is much faster and more accurate than manual 
inspection and much cheaper than scheduling a train-based inspection. Based on the uploaded data, accurate 
and timely track maintenance can be scheduled.

What We’ve Done
Dweepi received a $5,200 grant from IIT Delhi through the TIDE 2.0 program in order to develop its field prototype. 
After 2 years of technology development, Dweepi is now doing field trials and expects to launch commercially in 
the near future.  

Name

Dweepi Innovations
Product/Service
Automated Railway Track Inspection

Founders
Kishore Bodagala, 
Gina Verlekar
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Website: http://mfabmaterials.com

What We Do
While countries around the world are trying to reduce plastic usage, there are no credible alternatives as paper 
bags are still highly non-ecofriendly, fabric bags do not carry enough weight and all alternatives have a much 
higher cost.  mFAB Materials has developed a biodegradable, eco-friendly blend fabric that is stronger than 
regular cloth but competitively priced with plastic.  The  patent-pending technology allows the fabric to take 
on the needed shape for packaging and then becomes stiff and strong as a corrugated box.  It is being used in 
packaging bags, grain sacks, and corrugated boxes, reducing the use of non-biodegradable plastic.

What We’ve Done
Since mFab was formulated in October of 2020, we have piloted the material with 4 buyers, and are continuously 
adding more.  We are the only company globally that has developed this technology to produce FRP sheets and 
composite materials.

Name

mFAB Materials
Product/Service
Biodegradable, Blend Fabric for Packaging 
Material

Founders
Abhishek Tiwari, 
Rahul Bagga

Website: https://www.matisoftlabs.com

Name

Matisoft Cyber 
Security Labs
Product/Service
Advanced Antivirus Software

Founders
Varun Seth

What We Do
Today, 90% of organizations rely only on antivirus software, but these anti viruses can thwart only 40% of current 
attacks.  Matisoft antivirus is one of the most advanced AI-based anti-virus applications developed by ethical 
hackers, virus researchers, and AI experts. Our software uses artificial intelligence to scan & analyze your system 
exactly as a security analyst would. Using the Matisoft antivirus is like having your own team of security analysts 
protecting your computers from advanced cyber threats. 

What We’ve Done
Matisoft’s products are used and trusted by defence organizations, financial institutions, educational institutes 
& media companies throughout India. 

Our awards include:

 ● India’s Most Promising AI Tech at Raise 2020 by the Ministry of Electronics & IT

 ● Best Emerging Technology Company (among 12 countries) at Vizag Fintech festival 2018

 ● Top 50 innovations in India in IIGP 2018: 

 ● Best Indian Cyber Security Company at Indian Mobile Congress 2019

 ● Selected as Top 10 Startup in India at Electrify Awards in 2018
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Website: https://www.ringlerr.com

What We Do
As consumers get overwhelmed by endless spam calls, brands find it increasingly hard to connect with them 
over the phone. According to Google, 87% of users do not reply to unknown calls as unknown numbers are 
perceived as spam. Consumers do not trust unknown business calls, but in reality not every business call is a 
spam.  Ringlerr allows brands to make verified and personalized context calls to their consumers, informing 
them why they are calling.  By displaying the authenticated number and logo of the business caller, as well as 
the reason for the call on the recipient’s mobile screen while receiving a call, consumers can distinguish business 
calls from other unknown calls and can respond quickly to the appropriate business caller. 

What We’ve Done
Ringlerr was selected as the “best consumer experience tech startup” at the India Mobile Congress in 2019 and 
by the Dutch Embassy and Startup India as one of the top 5 startups for the Tech Mission event in Netherlands 
in May of 2019. The startup has served and worked with a few branded companies and also has synergies with 
some international telcos and companies.

Name

Ringlerr
Product/Service
Personalized Context Phone Calls to 
Consumers

Founder
Vishal Sawlani

Website: www.morphedo.com

What We Do
Morphedo is an engineering company catering to research, design and manufacturing requirements of businesses 
to engineer electro-mechanical and smart electronics products.  Morphedo brings in critical engineering and 
production expertise under one roof to work closely with R&D and new product development teams from 
startups, government agencies or large companies to help them build better products.

What We’ve Done
Morphedo has achieved 250% year on year growth, successfully delivering over  500 projects.  Among its clients 
are such names as Nestle, the Indian Airforce, Mahindra Defense, OYO and has concluded 4 projects with the 
Indian Ministry of Defence.

Name

Morphedo Technologies
Product/Service
Design, Engineering and Rapid Prototyping 
of Hardware Products

Founders
Manya Jha,  
Sushil Baranwal
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Website: https://www.robrosystems.com

What We Do
Robro Systems provides camera-based quality control systems. Their flagship product is Kiara - an AI image 
processing platform that connects with various cameras and sensors and provides continuous updates and 
analytics of the production processes.  Kiara’s machine learning engine quickly learns to differentiate between 
“good” and “bad” products and sorts them accordingly.  It provides zero-defect assurance and reduces wastage 
by up to 70%.  Robro’s systems have already managed to help our customers save over $135,000!

What We’ve Done
Robro Systems has been recognized as one of the Top Industrial Robotics Companies in India and has helped 
save our customers over $135,000. With over 15 deployments across 10 cities, we are growing at over 100% YoY.  
Our founder, Harshit Sureka, has been recognized as a top leader in the industry and is preparing his operations 
team for Robro’s international expansion.

Name

Robro Systems
Product/Service
Automated AI-based Industrial Quality 
Control Systems

Founder
Harshit Sureka

www.samiep.com

What We Do
Samiep is a technology innovation startup from Maharashtra. They offer sector agnostic industrial automation 
solutions in and around liquid dispensing. These are industry 4.0 compatible lean automation systems for 
applications like Formulation Batching, Liquid Filling, Bottling and other process control requirements. They 
also offer Toll Manufacturing Services based on their own liquid dispensing automation systems and machines 
to small, medium, large scale manufacturers and supermarkets. Samiep has branded these services as DAD – 
Decentralized Automated Distribution. The network of hyper local DAD units brings a greater value for Global 
Value Chain for FMCG and industrial products and materials.

What We’ve Done
Samiep has received highly prestigious international awards for Technology Innovation in the year 2016 from 
countries like the USA, China, Serbia, Croatia and India. The received the award for Excellence in Technical 
Innovation from the International Society of Automation, USA.  Endowed by UOP, a Honeywell company, these 
awards are given to technology innovations making a greater impact on global industries. The Founder Director 
of Samiep is the first Indian to receive this award.  The other awards include Gold and Silver medals and a Special 
Jury award at the International Exhibitions of Inventions in respective countries. The technology is validated by 
ISRO, the Indian Space Agency.

Name

Samiep Technology 
Innovations Pvt. Ltd.
Product/Service
Digital Controlled Valve for liquid dispensing 
applications

Founders
Satish Pathak, Sanchita Pathak,  
Aakash Pathak
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Website: www.sid07designs.com

What We Do
SID07 (pronounced “sidseven”) is a product design and innovation company creating ingenious products for 
everyday life.  With a vision to build a world where a majority of people can live a more joyful everyday life by 
providing ingenious products that are indispensably useful, completely sustainable, and globally accessible, we 
make product inventions that solve chronic, and often overlooked, problems faced by the masses.  Our simple 
but unique products are indispensably useful, environmentally sustainable, and economically accessible.  We 
aim for fundamental and patentable product inventions that are at least twice as better and at most half the 
price of the next best available solution on the market.

What We’ve Done
Eleven product inventions with unique use cases in everyday life so far with three patents granted and two 
pending patents. Three major products introduced within the span of one year since launching our first product.

Name

SID07 Designs
Product/Service
Product Design and Innovation

Founder
Siddarth Gupta

What We Do
Securefire Safety Industries is an IIT Kanpur incubated company focused on developing advanced materials for heat and fire 
protection. After years of continuous R&D, finally they came up with an economically viable, multi-use, versatile fire-proof/fire-
retardant and heat insulation material we have called “TiFi”.  

TiFi is a patented, nano-fiber based, indigenous insulation material, that offers protection in temperatures from sub zero to 
1000˚C.  Its additional benefits are: no burning, smoke, heat conduction, shrinkage, hole formation or char due to heat or flame 
exposure.   

Securefire offers safety hand gloves, fire entry suits and proximity suits made with TiFi that provide 5 times the heat protection 
required by international standards.

What We’ve Done
Won the Defense National Open Challenge “Dare to Dream 2.0”, with the opportunity for deploying our technology with DRDO 
(Defense Research and Development Organisation).  Selected as a Top 50 Innovation of India under IIGP (Indian Innovation 
Growth Program).

Letters of Interest and testing collaboration from the Indian Army, West Bengal Fire Services and Gujarat Chief Fire Officer.

Tested and certified as per European Technical Standards for being 100% Flame Proof, insulator from -50 °C to 1000°C and a 
heat non-conductor material. Patent granted in India, PCT application published and national applications filed in U.S., China, UAE 
and Saudi Arabia. 

Name

Securefire Safety 
Industries
Product/Service
Versatile Fire-Proof/Fire-Retardant 
Insulation Material 

Founders
Premendra Pratap Singh, 
Jitendra Patap Singh
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Website: www.starshieldpaints.com

What We Do
StarShield specializes in nanotechnology and manufactures a line of smart paints & coatings for surface 
protection against heat, water, dust, corrosion, and viruses.  Unlike other paint companies that make products 
solely for aesthetic appeal, each and every product of StarShield provides a solution to a critical issue. With 
continuous research and development, we provide innovative and specialized solutions for surface protection, 
with smart functionality that addresses critical customer needs.

What We’ve Done
StarShield is present in six countries, and exports to over 30 more. It has a range of 70 revolutionary products 
trusted by more than 3000 national and international clients. We have a dedicated research & testing lab that 
conforms to ASTM (American), EN (European), ISO & AOAC global standards and have filed ten national and 
international patent claims.

Name

StarShield Paints
Product/Service
Smart Paints and Coatings

Founder
Supreet Singh

Website: www.vendify.in

What We Do
Vendify is a retail tech solution that helps retailers manage and optimize their vending machine business in 
order to scale. We have built hardware solutions that make a vending machine work as an eCommerce store but 
with a physical presence. We provide software solutions that optimize customers’ supply chain and help increase 
their customer base and retention. 

What We’ve Done
Since our launch in February 2020, Vendify has been shortlisted in various reputed challenges like Tie Venture 
Studio and Qualcomm DIC. We have raised an initial seed round of $150,000 and we are currently conducting a 
paid beta program with our first client.  We are making videos in Hindi to expand into tier 2 & 3 cities and give 
those entrepreneurs the ability to start and scale their ventures with Vendify’s tools.

Name

Vendify
Product/Service
Smart Vending Machines

Founders
Anish, Sachin Sharma, 
Smart Vending Machines
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Website: www.warehousity.com

What We Do
Warehousity is a digital and cost effective way of managing fulfilment warehousing & last mile. With more than 
1250 warehouses spread in more than 300 cities and towns in India and growing, Warehousity helps products 
& brands reach customers much faster than their competition and at 15-20% less cost. All our warehouses are 
connected digitally through a proprietary tech-suite consisting of WMS (Warehousity Management System) to let 
customers execute their orders and manage the last mile with ease. Through Warehousity, a customer can start 
warehouse operations in less than 7 days against a traditional 30-90 days currently. 

What We’ve Done
Warehousity is boot-strapped right now and generating an annual revenue of over $1 million. Warehousity has 
also become the largest network of warehouses in the country with over 1250 warehouses in 300 cities. Our 
model reduces the execution time for users from 30-90 days to about 5 days, and enhances the scalability of 
their business. This also reduces the distance from the customer and enables timely delivery of goods.  On the 
supply-side, our model increases warehouse utilization, which currently is at 52%.

Name

Warehousity
Product/Service
Cost Efficient Warehousing

Founders
Mansingh Jaswal 

Others
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Website: www.aivara.in

What We Do
One of the biggest challenges India faces today is water pollution, with the government spending $107 million 
per year to check water quality.  Aivara Solutions is an AI-based startup that has developed a one-stop solution 
to detect all-chemical, biological and physical parameters of water quality in real time for industrial customers.  
In contrast to other devices in the market which focus on only a few parameters, our device can analyze up to 25 
parameters in real time and reduces testing costs by 20% and analysis time by 95%.

What We’ve Done
The NES Innovation Awards 2020 awarded this technology the Best Innovative Project Award.  This marked the 
beginning of a new venture aimed at using cutting-edge technology to address the problem of water quality 
monitoring. Aivara Solutions is incubated at Science and Technology Park, Pune University, and is supported by 
the Department of Science and Technology, Government of India.

 

Name

Aivara Solutions
Product/Service
Industrial Water Monitoring in Real 
Time

Founders
Shalmali Kadu 
Medha Moorching

https://arms4ai.com/

What We Do
ARMS 4 AI was brought up with a vision to enable the entire Global Geospatial Ecosystem with cutting edge 
Technology & Solutions designed and Made in India. They are offering a Geo-AI based solution to decision 
makers for better utilization of satellite data. Government institutes are lagging behind, having petabytes of 
data because developing nations are heavily dependent on manual mode of digitisation for data extraction. This 
technology includes process automation and eliminates the manual processing of work flow. It enhances the 
economy of effort as they reduce investments and exertion of resources by fast tracking of large volume of data 
preparation, processing and analysis. They bring domain expertise and experience to make it easy to use and 
public available platform which is hitting the root cause problem of low productivity and scalability by enhancing 
processing power.

What We’ve Done
They were selected by India Innovation Hub to represent startup initiative at the Dubai Expo 2020. They are 
incubated at Nexus, ACIR (US Embassy) and selected under the HexGn Startup Accelerator Program for women 
entrepreneurs. They have received seed funding of Rs. 50 lakh under Startup India Seed Fund by WeHub (a 
Government of Telangana organization) and Rs 25 lakh seed funding from NGIS funds under CHUNAUTI 2.0 
challenge (MeitY) managed by STPI & PONTAQ VC. They were an iDex (Innovation for Defense Excellence) DISC 
4 Finalist. 

Name

ARMS 4 AI 
Product/Service
One-Click Geo-AI based platform to prepare, 
process and analyse satellite image data 
that saves 70% of time and effort for 
stakeholders like enterprises, government 
agencies and academicians. 

Founder
Jagriti Dabas
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Website: www.bidaal.com

What We Do
Bidaal Technology is an innovation-focused company working to provide solutions to the mining and heavy 
industry sectors.  Our mission is to harness the power of advanced technology for making mines smarter, 
interconnected, sustainable and safer for people while helping mining companies save money, time and 
energy. Bidaal designs & develops industrial IoT products/services for safety, higher productivity, environmental 
monitoring, compliance and asset management.  Our integrated technology provides real-time data-acquisition, 
advanced control, analytics and seamless visualizations.  Our products include semi-autonomous surveying 
equipment, smart traffic management systems for heavy machinery, radar based proximity warning systems 
and post-mining geo-tagging services. 

What We’ve Done
Bidaal Technology has recently concluded a deal with TATA Steel Limited, one of the biggest companies in India, 
for its mine traffic management system.  Over the past 3 years our collaborations with industry experts and 
allied companies have propelled our company forth and we have produced the following two flagship products:

i.  SMILE (Smart Management In Land-vehicle Equipment): Traffic management system for heavy 
equipment to avoid collisions at mine road intersections.

ii.  WISE (Web-enabled Illumination Surveying Equipment): Automatically maps mine sites to improve 
illumination planning and compliance management. 

Name

Bidaal Technology
Product/Service
Industry 4.0 tools for the Mining Industry

Founders
Nitish Mishra, Khanindra Pathak, 
Rishi Kant Rajpoot

Website: https://www.digantara.co.in

What We Do
With the rapid growth of satellites, situational awareness of 1 – 10 cm objects in space is becoming increasingly important. 
With 96% of potentially hazardous objects still untracked, space debris poses a great threat to the future of space operations 
and exploration. If left unaddressed, space debris can cause significant damage to space assets and to life on earth as we 
know it. Detecting, cataloguing, and predicting space objects is the first step towards solving the problem and having 
sustainable near-earth orbit operations.

Digantara is a space situational awareness (SSA) company building the world’s first space-based active surveillance platform 
to detect, track, and predict Resident Space Objects (RSOs) in Low Earth Orbit (LEO). Digantara’s end-to-end SSA solution, 
Space – Mission Assurance Platform (Space-MAP), will change the way mission design and operations are carried out in the 
industry today.  Once deployed, our satellite constellation will provide high fidelity data at 10x higher resolution than the 
current industry standards, effectively elevating space governance.

What We’ve Done
Since its inception, Digantara’s vision has been validated through various milestones and has raised more than USD 2.5 
million in funding from venture capital and grant support. In terms of market traction, Digantara’s products have garnered 
equal traction from both commercial and government sectors around the world, resulting in the onboarding of billion-
dollar high impact pilot customers for their products. Our achievements in space situational awareness have earned us 
more than ten national and international accolades.

Name

Digantara
Product/Service
Surveillance Platform to Detect Space 
Debris

Founders
Anirudh Sharma, Rahul Rawat,
Tanveer Ahmed
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https://www.instagram.com/octoberpumpkinco/

What We Do
October Pumpkin Co. is a home fragrance and quality scented candle company based out of New Delhi. Our 
candles are made from 100% domestically grown soy wax and are aimed to help elevate space. They are 30%-
50% more affordable as compared to competitors. Our USP is the longpi black pottery candle case, custom-
handcrafted by local artisans from North-East India. Our whole chain is vegan, cruelty-free, and phthalate-free.

What We’ve Done
Since 2019, we have launched 9 new scents, handcrafted hand dipped beeswax taper candles, partnered with 
6 organisations that support longpi pottery, partnered with IKKIS to create a new scent called Petrichor, and 
partnered with Kakul Eco market - an online market that supports eco-friendly gifting items sourced from various 
women entrepreneurs.

Name

October Pumpkin Co.
Product/Service
October Pumpkin offers home fragrance 
and quality scented candles made from soy 
wax and poured in traditional longpi jars.

Founders
Rinchon Kashung

www.quick-ghy.com

What We Do
QuickGhy is a service aggregator building easy market access for the blue collared sector. It helps upskill the 
blue collared sector in trainings across several domains and is extensively working to empower workers both 
financially and in skill development. QuickGhy caters to homecare, personal care, office maintenance, industrial 
maintenance services, and manpower hiring in a single platform with transparency, verification and professional 
service partners. 

What We’ve Done
QuickGhy has served 3000+ customers in Guwahati and expanded to Tezpur and Nagaon in Assam in a span 
of 1.5 years since its inception in 2019. It has also partnered with the Assam Skill Development Mission under 
the Government of Assam to help focus extensively on training of service partners. QuickGhy has been able to 
onboard more than 100+ service partners. It was recognised as the top 3 startups by the U.S. Consulate, Kolkata. 

Name

QuickGhy 
Product/Service
Connecting blue collared sector to the B2C 
and B2B market 

Founders
Gaurav Medhi, Drishti Medhi 
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Website: https://www.roadbounce.com

What We Do
Due to the difficulty accessing quality monitoring instruments and the time-consuming nature of data processing, 
approximately 80% of the world’s roads are not monitored for potholes or other road quality hazards.  
RoadBounce provides fast, precise road mapping services at scale to public authorities and businesses.  As a 
result, customers are able to significantly increase safety and reduce repair costs. 

What We’ve Done
Over the past 5 years, RoadBounce has captured riding quality data for over 60,000 kilometers of roads worldwide, 
set up ‘war rooms’ for authorities to monitor their road networks, and has expanded in India and Singapore.

Name

RoadBounce
Product/Service
Real-Time Road Quality Mapping

Founder
Ranjeet Deshmukh

Website: www.semiion.com

What We Do
Semiion is a solutions development company focused on providing IoT integrated AI/ML solutions to build AI-
First organizations around the world. Semiion also provides mobile-based locking systems & anti-theft solutions 
for offices and homes.

What We’ve Done
Semiion launched in July of 2019 in the AI for IoT market, generating $10,000 in revenue and adding 6 new 
impact customers to its portfolio despite the pandemic. As Semiion moves forward, it looks to generate further 
revenues by helping organizations deploy AI solutions on smart devices.  With Semiion’s AI-first approach and 
end-to-end journey support, we can provide organizations the best AI-IoT solutions to meet their needs. 

Name

Semiion Systems
Product/Service
Artificial Intelligence and Security Solutions

Founders
Prashant Chaudhary, 
Vikas Garg
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Website: www.uniconvergetech.in

What We Do
UniConverge Technologies Pvt. Ltd. is an innovation-based deep-tech company aimed at facilitating seamless 
digital transformation of industries through IoT, predictive maintenance, and wireless technologies. We help 
industries improve their overall productivity and minimize their total production costs by 30% by reducing 
machine downtime through our hardware combined with machine learning algorithms to create predictive 
maintenance solutions.

What We’ve Done
In the year 2020-21, we earned over $130,000 in revenue and expect to triple this amount in 2021-22, with a goal 
to reach $1.25 million by 2024.

Name

UniConverge 
Technologies
Product/Service
Industrial Digitization and Predictive 
Maintenance

Founder
Kaushlendra Singh Sisodia

Website: https://wonderwagen.com

What We Do
Wonder Wagen is a connected management platform that helps fleet owners to manage their vehicles efficiently 
and save up to 30% on operational costs. 

We focus on advanced telematics hardware and reduce information overload so that fleet owners can make 
better decisions with key insights. Our Fuel Monitoring System tracks fuel usage and detects any potential fuel 
theft in real-time.  With a 99.5% accuracy, Wonder Wagen has helped their customers save up to 15% on their 
fuel costs as well as in route management, preventing vehicle theft, and reducing their carbon footprint.

What We’ve Done
Since launch, we have on-boarded 500 clients and their 750+ vehicles on the platform.  With our solutions, 
Wonder Wagen is contributing to 2 of the UN’s 17  Sustainable Development Goals. 

SDG 11: Sustainable cities and communities - We provide easy access to connected vehicle technologies which 
are key for the development of future smart cities.

SDG 13: Climate Action - with our fleet carbon footprint dashboard we help fleet owners in reducing their carbon 
footprint.

Name

Wonder Wagen
Product/Service
Fuel and Vehicle Management for 
Commercial Fleet Managers

Founders
Jatin Malwal, Chirag Sokhal, 
Avinash Anand
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